CHAPTER IV
DONYI-POLO FAITH

Concept of Donyi-Polo Faith

The tribal people of Arunachal Pradesh like the Adis, Apatanis, Nishis, Tagins and the Mishings (Miris) have a distinct indigenous religious faith called the Donyi-Polo faith or belief and they claim to be the direct descendants of Abo Tani who is considered to be the first human being on this earth. Literally, Donyi means Sun and Polo the Moon, and the conjugation of the two provides a socio-cultural aspiration to the tribal people.

Now the question that arises in one's mind is - what does the tribal people actually mean by Donyi-Polo? Is it just faith? And from anthropological point of view the most important thing to be found out is what actually people do and believe in the name of Donyi-Polo? How does the Donyi-Polo faith affect or guide the people's lives and also how this faith influence the people's social behaviour? To understand all these points, a detailed study of the traditional faith, belief and practices of the tribal people was undertaken.

To begin with, the Donyi-Polo faith of Arunachal
Pradesh has started from time immemorial. Donyi-Polo has 3 meanings - Physical, Spiritual and Ideological.

Physically, Donyi-Polo has been identified with the Sun and the Moon. The appearance of the two provides light, warmth and heat to the living beings of the world. Had there been no Sun and Moon, life would not have existed on this earth. The rays of the Sun Donyi like fingers stretch out and touch the living beings and make them feel the presence of the latter, which activates them. Similarly, Polo or the Moon with its soft nature is considered to influence the romantic nature of beings. Thus, in appreciation looking up into the sky the simple tribal people take the name of Donyi-Polo.

Spiritually, the tribal people of Arunachal Pradesh believe that at the very beginning before creation, there was a vacuum or nothingness known as 'Keyum'. In other words, Keyum is something which lies beyond human memory. It is the remote past. As it is said:

_Keyum Kenmary Yangyang ko Emde Dam._
_Kere Kameng Yenanag Emde Kem._

This means that the nothingness is unknown of unknown and unseen of unseen. Then from this vacuum or nothingness, an ethereal or divine vibration started which
assumed a final form or image called Sedi or the creator of
this universe. This in course of time threw out dirt or
kori-koyyang out of which evolved the planets, meteors, earth,
sun, moon and all the other objects of nature.

The Adis believe that Donyi and Polo are the two
powerful eyes of the creator Sedi, and with these two eyes. He
keeps a watch over the people and their doings. No man can
hide from His vision, and sinners and criminals can never
escape His searching eyes. Immature death, diseases and
illness are all His punishments. So the tribal people remain
unbiased before His eyes by taking the name of Donyi-Polo.
Regarding the sex of Donyi-Polo, people are not sure whether
Donyi-Polo is a male or a female deity. Some tell that
Donyi-Polo is a single male deity while others contend that
Donyi-Polo is virtually two; it is a male with a female
counterpart.

The ideology that lies behind Donyi-Polo is that
Sedi or the creator of the universe is infinite or unlimited.
He is the authority of truth, justice, peace, love, purity
etc. and is great and far from the touch of common man. So, in
order to establish a link with Sedi the common man discovered
the Sun and Moon, Donyi and Polo and through the Sun and Moon
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truth, justice, love, peace etc. are focussed. According to the Tanis, thus there exists no gap between man and God, and Donyi-Polo means supreme power or the Supreme Truth to these simple people of the hills.

Mr. Ering has clearly put it:

"By Donyi-Polo they mean the Supreme Power to whom all material beings surrender. In the religio-cultural sense by Donyi-Polo, the Tanis mean the Supreme power or the Supreme Truth which pervades through all things and not necessarily the naked Sun and the Moon."

Sachin Roy writes: "Donyi, the Sun, and Polo, the Moon, are a twin of hers (Pedong-Nane). The luminous eyes of Irmym Miteko, a son of Sedi-Melo, were grafted on them one of each by Irsiye of the same family and so they became the luminaries they are now" (1966, 239). The Sun and the Moon are visible to the people because they appear daily in the sky and directly affect the human beings, plants, animals and everything on this earth. But in the hierarchy of gods, the Donyi and the Polo do not occupy the highest position.

There exists another view that Donyi-Poloism is a scientific religion. There are some elements on this earth which are of great importance to all living beings. These are
- the air that we breathe, the food that we eat, the water
that we drink, the earth on which we life, and heat and light.
One can imagine how life would have been without these
elements. No one would have survived.

The air, food and water are believed to be gifted by
nature, and the life that one lives is gifted by God. All the
different religious groups believe that life is the creation
of God. But it is not known to anyone of us as to how and in
what manner God creates life.

Having talked with Mr. Lummer Dai, the following
have been revealed:

"... And my God is Donyi-Polo whom you call Sun and
Moon or Surya and Chandra . . . . I have said that we all,
irrespective of different religious groups, believe that life
is the creation of God. But as to how? Donyi-Poloism answers
to this question. No one can think of life without air, earth,
heat, light and water. These are gifts of Donyi. Air, for that
matter oxygen and carbon dioxide, earth and water are the
indirect creation of Donyi, while heat and light are the
direct gifts of Donyi".
So Donyi is the giver of life, and He is also the creator of the earth, air, water, heat and light. In this way, Donyi-Poloism is considered as a Scientific religion. Lummer Dai further says, "It is not the physical Donyi-Polo that we regard as our God. The physical Donyi-Polo is only a symbolic power . . . . . . there is a power, a creative power similar to that of Donyi-Polo which we human beings, do not see but feel deep in the heart its presence."

Origin of Donyi-Polo Faith

The origin of the Donyi-Polo faith is unknown. There is no written text or scripture of this faith. Whatever is known about the same is only from the human memory.

The Holy Scripture and the sacred unwritten words given in Holy 'Abang', 'Bari', 'Penge', etc., are the Holy Scripture of the Donyi-Polo faith. Though the Abang, Bari, Penge, etc. are in their traditional form these are the sources of light, wisdom and knowledge of the tribes. For example, the Adis have derived their concept, philosophies, moral teachings, prayers, worships and rituals from the Abangs. The same is the case with the other tribes also who follow this faith. It is in this way that the moral teachings and philosophies of Donyi-Polo faith have been passed down from generation to generation by word of mouth. The sacred
myths relating to the creation of this universe, plants and animals, teachings on moral conduct are all parts of the sacred unwritten book which serve the followers of the Donyi-Polo faith guiding their lives. Thus the unwritten sacred book of knowledge containing the sacred hymns, prayers and legends are believed to be the Holy Scripture of Donyi-Poloism, which must have been given to the first human being. Since then it has been embedded in the hearts of men from generation to generation.

The claim for the truth of these unwritten sacred statements and records cannot be made because these are experiences which must be known from within and by faith also, and has no explanation. For a believer, faith makes the unseen real, and the tribes too respond to Donyi-Polo by means of faith. It is faith which provides the tribes about the existence and principles of Donyi-Polo.

There are numerous myths which are narrated in the Holy Scriptures (unwritten) and some of them are described as below. These unwritten sacred words, myths, prayers, statements, etc. are usually narrated by the priests. Most of these myths provide the origin of Donyi-Polo faith.
According to Adi myth, Dadi Bote a benevolent god of domestic animals looked after and took care of the mithun or eso right from its birth. But when the mithun started moving about freely a malevolent or evil spirit MEDENG SENE claimed ownership of the animal. In order to obtain a fair judgement, as to who is the rightful owner, both DADI BOTE and MEDENG SENE went to the land of Donyi-Polo. There in the court of the latter, they met the representative of Donyi-Polo, Donyi-Ropung Mone (a lady) who after hearing DADI BOTE and MEDENG SENE decided that both of them should perform a trial in her presence, for fair judgement. It was decided that individual bridges of Tuduk Rakasak (an easily breakable wood), should be erected and the mithun taken over it and whosoever's bridge breaks down it would signify false ownership. Ropung Mone's instructions were carried out and it was found that while the mithun was crossing over MEDENG SENE's bridge, the bridge gave way which proved the latter's false claim of ownership. Thus with the powers of Donyi-Polo it was finalised that DADI BOTE is the rightful owner of the mithun. This implies that Donyi Polo is almighty, omnipresent, omniscient, true, just and pure. The representative of Donyi-Polo also told Dadi Bote that in any difficult dispute the mithun should be considered as a representative of Donyi-Polo and be a witness to prove truth and justice to settle disputes. This was accepted by Dadi Bote and in course
of time He handed over the mithun to Tani (man) with Ropung-Mone's blessings. He also offered the Etor festival as a gift to Tani for the prosperity of the mithun. Thus it can be seen till today that the Adis perform the Etor festival to propitiate Dadi-Bote the owner of the mithun and other domestic animals.

From the above myth one can observe that Dadi Bote symbolises goodness, truth and purity while Medeng-Sene stands for evil. It seems that from the very beginning good triumphs over evil, and the followers of Donyi-Polo should have confidence in getting a fair deal from Him. Since that time the Adis who are the descendants of Tani (man) believed in Donyi-Polo.

According to another myth, there were two suns in the beginning of the world. It so happened that both the Suns rose one after another and there was not any time for the living beings to rest. After some time, they became very much restless and made plans to kill one of the suns but they had a problem as to who would do it. Finally they approached ETUNG TIKLUNG who was a renowned archer at that time among the living beings. He flew up to the sky and when one of the Suns was peeping out he show an arrow hitting it on the eye, making
it unable to rise. So the living beings had a little darkness to enable them to rest and sleep. The other living Sun after sometime got angry and decided not to rise any more, plunging the world in total darkness. This deeply affected the lives of the living beings, and they decided to send a messenger to the living Sun to rise. At first, a crow was sent but it failed. Then a cock was sent to make the living Sun rise, even if it had to be agreed on any kind of condition. The cock flew high up on a hill top and started crowing aloud and requesting the living Sun to rise. At this the Sun came out and agreed to rise only if the living beings were willing to give 500 lives at the time of rising and setting. As instructed by the living beings the cock finalised the deal, conditions were fulfilled. Since then the living beings started getting heat and light. The other Sun also started coming out but with a dim light and this is the Moon. Since then, it is believed by the Adis, that day is the time for work, and night time to rest.

From this myth, the notion of day and night emerged, of light and darkness. There is also the concept of sacrifice and of peace and violence.

It can also be understood from the above myth that the Sun, Donyi and Moon, Polo are the source of light and energy on this earth and that Donyi-Polo have been there since
time immemorial. The Adis also believe from that time onwards till today that the cock crows early in the morning to indicate the rising of the Sun.

According to the Nishis, the Sun was very big and much hotter in the beginning that he burnt up everything. Seeing this, Debo-Kombu shot an arrow damaging an eye of the Sun. This made the Sun furious and so he went and hid himself under the earth.

Apatani myth as recorded by Verrier Elwin goes as follows: In the days of Abotari there lived the Wiyus (which are gods, demons or spirits) - Doini, Polo and Si. Among these three, Si was the strongest. He was also very evil and wicked and often had quarrels with Doini and Polo. One day he asked his bodyguard or assistant, Tamu to go and devour Doini and Polo. Though Tamu went in disguise as a frog, Doini and Polo noticed him and asked him not to eat them instead they would give him fowls, dogs, cats, tai and kra leaves. But Tamu did not agree to this, and so Karcha, a priest of the Wiyus went to Tamu and made him agree to spare Doini and Polo in exchange of which he promised to give the things as was told by Doini and Polo if the latter failed. Hearing this Tamu agreed and
Abotani made offerings to Tamu, karcha and also to Doini and Polo.

In this myth, one can see that the stronger always suppress the weaker, and there was quarrel and jealousies right from the very beginning. There also exists the idea of sacrifice.

It is also believed by the Apatanis that Sun and Moon were sister and brother and as they were playing one day they came across a mithun's carcass which they divided between the two of them. The Sun took her portion home and shared it with her father while the Moon ate up his share on the way home. Hearing this, their father got very angry and hit the Moon with a stick which caught one eye of the Moon which tore out. That is the reason of dimness of the Moon's light provided by one eye unlike the bright Sun's.

In this myth, there exists the concept of relationships like sister, brother and father, and also of male and female. In this myth the Sun is considered to be a female and the Moon a male.

There is also a sense of unity and of sharing.
Another version is that the Apatanis believe right at the beginning that there was kenku, the form of which was unknown. Kenku gave birth to a female Wiyu 'Chantu' which had the appearance of an earthen ball. In course of time, chantu gave birth to Abo Tani, and told him that he is going to die. He entrusted Abo Tani with the responsibility of giving birth to mankind. Hearing this Abo Tani asked him that if he is going to die then where will mankind live and get food, water and light. To this Chantu replied that his thighs would become the earth on which mankind would live and cultivate. His eyes would become the Sun and Moon and his blood water.

This myth gives us an idea about creation, because from Kenku was born Chantu, from Chantu was born Abo Tani who in turn gave birth to mankind. There also appears the notion of sacrifice in this myth - Chantu sacrificed himself for mankind.

Another belief followed by the Apatanis is that - one female God named "Kulyung Pipiri Pinii" existed whose origin is not known except her self existence. She carried with her a very small quantity of soil which she flattened to her palm size. This soil became very soft. In order to make this soil hard and dry she had created Sun (Donyi) by creating
her palm side as sky and other side as earth. Earth is female and Sky is male. As such, Sun is the daughter of Earth and Sky gave birth to Moon (Polo) as son. But Sun was older. Then Abotani was born out of earth by Chantu (Father) and Chan-Chanka (Mother). Then the human beings came to this world as sons and daughters of Abotani. Hence, considering Sun and Moon, daughter of earth and son of the Sky as father and mother (origin of human beings), Donyi and Polo are believed to be the Almighty.

According to the Tagins, the Sun was very hot at the beginning that its heat killed the two children of the Wiyu Tamu. The latter in revenge tried to devour the Sun one day, but by magic the Sun turned into a leaf and escaped, and hid himself in the corner of his house. As such there was darkness everywhere and so the Wiyus, men and animals went to him and pleaded him to come out. To this the Sun replied that he would come out only if he is allowed to eat the son of Abo-Tani. But Abo-Tani at first refused to give his son, and on repeated persuasion he agreed and gave his son. The Sun then devoured the latter and came out from his hiding place to give light to this world. It is believed that before the Sun devoured Abo-Tani's son, men lived forever and there was no death. Only after the death of Abo-Tani's son, man started dying. Since then every morning before Sun rise, the Sun devours a man, and
one can find a man dying somewhere in the world everyday.

The concept of sacrifice is very significant in this myth, and also the concept of death.

Besides the above myths, there is another belief that Donyi-Polo faith may be a reminiscence of Bonpo religion.

Bonpo religion is the primitive religion of Tibet which dominated the Tibetan mind till the seventh century, when Buddhism was made a state religion by King Songtsen Gampo in the middle of the seventh century. Though there was sign of Buddhism earlier, it faced strong opposition from the priests of the primitive religion and the faith that prevailed all over Tibet was Bonpo. It is thought that lamaism which is a Tibetan version of Buddhism is an assimilation of Bonpo and Buddhism.

It is thought that the Tani group of tribes (comprising of the tribes inhabiting the lower eastern part of Kameng, practically the whole of Subansiri, the whole of undivided Siang and part of Dibang Valley of Arunachal Pradesh) lived in Tibet wandering as nomadic tribes or settling here and there temporarily. These tribes might have
refused to embrace Buddhism, and in order to escape the wraths of the king's forces probably they had to leave Tibet. They might have migrated to present Arunachal Pradesh by the beginning of the eighth century, and during the long years from their migration these tribes formed several subtribes and clans within themselves, leaving aside the Tibetan culture. These subtribes also lived without any social inter-course except during intertribal clashes. This is because of the inaccessible nature of their land. Though differences exist between the different sub-tribes, and also between the pre-Buddhist Tibetan faith and the faith of the Tanis there are some points to be noted of Bonpo which is reflected in the Donyi-Polo faith.

At first, Bon means priest and Po means people, priest standing for religion and Bonpo meaning religion of men. In other words, in Bonpo the faith is transmitted from generation to generation through the priest. Similarly, in the Donyi-Polo faith, the Tani group of tribes consider their religion as the religion of men or tanis. The meaning of Tani in the Adi dialect is "man". In this also the priest - Miri plays a very important role. It is through him that one can get the knowledge about the creation of this universe, of mankind, etc. and he performs rituals, divinations, and propitiations just like the Bonpo priest.
The second similarity that lies between Donyi-Poloism and Bonpo is the vague concept of the supreme God. According to the Chinese historians, TsungLien Shen and ShenChi Liu, "Bonpo, one form of Shamanism, is considered by some scholars to be a Tibetan copy of Chinese Taoism. It lacked depth, having in default of a philosophic base, mixture of exorcism and primitive worship." The followers of Donyi-Polo faith, for long, had a problem as to whether the Sun-Moon God is Supreme or Sedi, the creator, though in recent times the Sun-Moon (Donyi-Polo) God is considered as Supreme. In the Donyi-Polo faith, the Sun and Moon are invoked as witness in settling disputes, and oaths are taken in Donyi-Polo's name. The Tibetan Bonpos also invoked Sun, Moon and Stars as witness in taking oaths. The pre-Buddhist Bons practised the same along with sacrifice of animals, which the Tanis are found to be practising till today.

In both Bonpo and Donyi-Poloism, the customs concerned with the cause and cure of disease are more or less similar. In the Bonpo faith, the cause of human misfortunes and ailments are usually discovered by means of astrological calculations or divinations. The causes of trouble are found to be gods, demons or spirits and offerings are made in order to appease them and relieve human beings.
In Donyi-Polo faith, local spirits are the cause of all human sufferings, and this is diagnosed by means of divination. Divination is done by examining egg, or the liver of a sacrificed fowl, by calculating rice or even by examining the patient's face and this is usually done by a priest known as Ayit Miri. He identifies the cause of the ailment and accordingly sacrifice of animals like mithun, pig and fowl are made.

Both the Tibetans and the Tanis do not have any temple for sacrificial purposes.

The customs and rituals connected with death are more or less identical in both the faiths. In Donyi-Poloism, there is no clear concept about the migration of the soul to heaven or hell after the death of a man. They believe that after a man dies, the soul goes to the world of the dead. The Pre-Buddhist Tibetans also did not have any clear idea about the soul going to heaven or hell after death. The Tanis, like the Bonpos, have a deep faith that life after death corresponds to the life on earth. It is believed that a man lives the same kind of life in the other world as he has lived on this earth, that is, if he is rich in this life then he will be rich in the other world, and if he is poor then he will be poor. In both the faiths, there is a custom of putting
one's earthly possessions in one's grave.

Practices on Donyi-Polo Faith

All the tribes who are the believers of Donyi-Polo faith have their own different ways of practice and belief. Some instances of such practices as performed by the Adi tribes are given below:-

According to early practice when a dispute occurred between two or more parties and remain unresolved for want of material proof, etc. the disputing parties invoke Donyi-Polo to witness and maintain justice by means of punishment and reward as the case may be, depending on the offense or crime committed, trials were conducted as follows :-

(a) With Mithun: In order to prove truth and justice mithun is taken as a means of medium or witness, and the invocation is chanted as -

"Donyi aneke giite poobe so
Polo abuke yaaro moobang so
Riki Songkidem kitbidak
Rilok sooyegem yekbdiaq
Jine kanginge sering daklangka
Bomong tadinge sering daklangka
Milo lusi nakepe
Donyi Ropunge puubome
Riki songkit lo tagit molangka;
N'amne luo nakepe
Polo Ropange paabome
Rilok Songgok lo tapet molangka."

The English version of the above is,

Oh! Donyi-Polo you are omnipresent
You stand here as the sole witness of
this dispute.

We perform this challenging trial and proof with
this mithun as medium to show the results.

By you in course of time
let this mithun die an unnatural death
Against the wrong doer.
But no ominous fate
should occur to the mithun
For the right doer;
We submit this mithun
To your disposal on this day.

In this case, the maternal uncle takes the leading
step in invoking Donyi-Polo, along with the accused persons.
After the invocation is over, a time limit is fixed by both
the parties within which the result or justice done by Donyi-
Polo is obtained. The parties have to cut the ear of their
respective mithuns and release them. It is believed that the
mithun of the guilty person meets with an accident.

(b) With Egg in boiling water: Another means of trial that is
employed is with an egg in boiling water. And in this case
also Donyi-Polo is invoked by the leaders of the two parties
before they put their hands in the pot of boiling water to
take out the egg. It is believed here that the hand of the
guilty person will burn while taking out the egg from the boiling water, but the hand of the innocent person would not be affected at all. Donyi-Polo is invoked here as follows-

"Donyi duuligem piidakla
Polo mepomem romdakla
Donyi sikire kirbung so
Donyi sikoem yuki sidak sim
Pemi tiisi nakem
Sikil beyode, lakpyo beyode
Osot kaalangka,
Milo gomtengen teenakem
Donyi kaaki no
Polo yaayo no
Lakpyo beliem meepi bilangka".

The English version of the above is -
Oh Donyi-Polo, the Almighty power
Omnipresent and the saviour,
You stand here as sole witness
We are challenging for right and truth
With this egg in the boiling water
In your Omnipresence
Let the boiling water
Burn the fingers of wrong doer,
We submit to your justice action.

(c) Donyi-Polo is also invoked at the time of sickness. If a child suffers from some shock or physical ailments, or after hospitalisation if mental and physical weakness still persists then the traditional method of worship is performed with the belief that the person would be cured. This method of worship is termed in Adi as Lego Gognam, and is usually performed by the uncle, parents, grandfather or grandmother.
In this case, altars are erected and the performer chants mantras as follows holding an 'emul' (which is a metal ornament) a bow without string and a chicken or a fowl in the hand.

**Giimang ane aaji no**
Aaaji jimange jio duumilo
Pedong Kongkie kine ngo (by uncle)
Giimang kongkie Baabu ngo (by grand father)
Aaji kukue kudakku
Minur rempinge kooying sok
Giiyit tarome toomna dakku.
Aaji jimange jone
Nyorung tatgabe serab langka
Siking kiirine rindo king
Aaji erinem pakjin nadakku;
Dooni pirbe pete langkuka.
Tabi letage Segar no
Giiyit dobyadem
Byat leng gebi langkuka
Aaji letie siijing yekupe."

The English version of this is -

Oh dear son/grandson/niece
If you have lost your health
due to your ill luck
I come forward here
To perform this Leyo
With this healing metal (Emul)
For your lost health,
Listen to the sound of this Emul
To redress your health and energy
And follow me to your sweet home,
With this Rindo (creeper)
Your soul and health will be tied
Lest your health may wither again
The chicken or fowl will make your path clean
And follow it and come with us
I wish your early recovery of health.
After the performance of the worship, the Emul and the bow is hung by means of the Rindo creeper towards the position of the head of the patient on the latter's bedroom. An altar is also erected on the premises or beneath the ladder of the patient's house and a few strings of the Rindo creeper are hung on the patient's neck to indicate that the soul is being tied with the decaying health. The Adis believe that by this method the patient gets cured faster.

(d) In times of hardship Donyi-Polo is invoked as -

"Donyi Polo no ngolum ayane
No aginpe ngolum tolnam ganamen
bilangka
Nok anqun lok ngolu lodipe giminge".

The means -

Oh gracious Donvi-Polo
The source of life
give us strength and courage
To face any hardship
Give us light
To follow the path of truth and peace.

(e) In the absence of any proof when a particular dispute remains unsolved between two or more parties they invoke Donyi-Polo to witness and do justice by giving reward or inflicting punishment depending on the crime that is committed. The invocation that is chanted is -
"Donyi mikmie serine
Polo migoe serone
No lusi lunem
Donyi songkit lo
Tagit molangka
No luo lunem
Polo songgok lo
Tapet molangka,"

The above means -

Oh Donyi-Polo
Thou art omnipresent and omniscient
To witness this act
Come and stand here
As the sole authority to decide the case
And confer truth and justice to all.

Besides the above, there are several other prayers
which are offered in the name of Donyi-Polo. These have been
collected from Shri T. Rukbo and translated as well. Some of
these have been collected and given below:

PRAYERS
(KUMSINAM)

1. Seedi mongginge giiling sok ruutume no,
Meelo mongkoe geejong sok ruutume no;
Nok angun asir layvir kolok
Giite lowne sonsudak aro
Nok amir ayabe leevab kolok
Kone lolade tiitongdak aro.

No Doonvi ane rungko
No poolo abu rungko;
Doonvi ane nok avang kolok
Poolo abu nok aapam kolok
Mi takmine kepinna takamsi
Mimang takse kelopna takamsi
Tiiling asi esarem tiipangdung
Doling eme iigangem dopangdung.
DONYI-POLO
(Prayer)

1.  (English Version)

1)  You are, oh Donyi-Polo,
The creator of the fertile plains of Seedi,
The ruler of mountains and ravines of Melo
A flicker from you lightens the earth,
A ray from you brightens the world.

2) You are, oh Donyi-Polo,
The mother and father in the truest sense
Of the uncountable mankind on earth
Earning bread and water through your love,
And affection to meet up hunger and thirst.

3) You are, oh Donyi-Polo,
The source of fortune that come by men
The root of richness and poverty
Happiness and sorrows are your boons
Rich and poor alike are your gifts.

4) You are, oh Donyi-Polo,
The supreme Judge of the highest court,
The Almighty ruler with the laws eternal
Award you as one commits
And punish you as one's guilt.

5) You are, oh Donyi-Polo,
The ever proving and ever witnessing
The omnipresent and omniscient
The predictor of all thoughts
The decider of all actions.

6) Bestow the light of knowledge
To us - the decendents of Dooni
Shower the light of wisdom
On us - the children of Doonang.

7) Let us lead a life, clean and right
Give us a life true and just
Let our mind be soft and loving
Wondering not with thoughts impure.

8) Let us not utter a Word omen
Let not our tasks be offending
Let our tongue be sweet
And our tasks helping and soothing.

9) We vow to your feet to follow
The light of knowledge and wisdom
We pray to you to follow,
The path so true and just.
2. (English version)

There is no greater thing than Donyi Polo
There is no mightier thing than Donyi Polo
In this universe, on this earth,
Ram, Krishna, Budha, Jesus
Mahammed, Nanak, Mahavir and others,
Are all messengers to this world from you.
Your creation - the Day and Night,
None can do it.
Your creation - the Winter and Summer,
None can do it.
Your creation - the life and death,
None can do it.
All are your gracious activities
All are your mysterious phenomena.
We submit to you - All mighty Donyi Polo

3. DOONYI POOLO NOK IRI SINYO

Doonyi Poolo nok iri sinyo
Yebom dope bitung tani giidangem
Ane kolang Abu ko;
Kemo kolang piang ko,
Ilgang kolang ansing ko,
Asi kolang Eme ko,
Esar kolang ayit ko,
Siisang kolang siitok ko,
Aseng kolang anki ko,
Among kolang taleng ko,
Nok iri sinyo ager si
Ngana takam turmona
Nok ayangla biname
Nok ayanglok paaname.

Doonyi Poolo nok iri sinyo
Angun meelam lo kemo ko
Aku meelam lo aniko,
Nok aapi miisang
Iri sinyo imame;
Seeko sin ilamang
No petom ilane,
Ngana takam turnam si
Nok ayangla biname
Nok ayanglok paaname.

Doonyi Poolo nok iri sinyo
Diitem sinepe lekonem
Sinem diitepe lekonem
Lengkupne no petom
Leelatne no petom,
Seeko sin ilamang
Seekosin miilamang
No petom ilane.
Doonyi Poolo nok iri sinyo
Moopilo yepenem yedope
Asilo yepenem yedope
Ruulen bine no petom
Pilen bine no petom.
Nok iri sinyo ager sim
Seekosin ilamang
Seekosin miilamang
No petom ilane,
No petom kenne.

THE MYSTERIOUS PHENOMENA OF DOONYI POOLO

3. (English version)

To live life, you have given - Male and Female.
To govern the world, you have given
Day, Night, Heat, Cool, Air, Sky and Earth, Water
Which forces sustain lives of all living beings.

Your mysterious phenomena,
After light darkness comes and go
After old New comes and go
These are all your wishes
These are all your kindness
But none can do it.

Your mysterious phenomena
High mountains go under sea
So also sea goes above mountains,
It is all your wishes
It is all your kindness
But none can do it.

Your mysterious phenomena
All living being under water or earth
Receiving foods from you
It is all your wishes and kindness
But none can do it.

4.

DOONYI POOLO NOM AYANG YAANA KAPAMANG

Kaada Kaadala kaalangkom
Doonyi Polo nom ayangyaana kapamang
Miida miidala miilangkom
Doonyi Polo nom ayang yaana miipamang.
Tiilingem tiipang dope bidung
Asiem takam lo;
Dolingem dopang dope bidung
Dotkeyem takam lo;
Gunamen reying dope bidung
Esarem takam lo;
Kamoem piang dope bidung
Angunem takam lo;
Dopangla turdope bidung
Tornamen takam lo;
Asengla duudokupe bidung
Sirongem nokke keranglo;

Ngo luke yenamsi nokkle alaklo
Ngoluke turnam si nokke ayanglok.
Kaada kaadalakaalangkom
Doonyi Polo nom ayang yaana kapamang
Miida miidala miilangkom
Doonyi Polo nom igul yaana kapamang.

DOONYI POOLO THE KINDEST SA VI OUR OF ALL

4. (English version)

Oh, the kindest saviour Donyi Polo
You have given: -
Water to drink, food to eat,
Air to breath, Night to sleep
Day to work and Death
To rest in peace in your lap.
Our living as of your kindness
Our life is at your disposal
You are the kindest saviour of all.

ROKOM LO KUMSINA

5.

Doonyi mikmie serine
Poolo migoe serone
Giite loune sunsu mone
Kone lolade tiitong mone
Mi takmine kepinna takamem
Nok angun, iiang, esar asi

Tani giidang sim turmona
5.

MORNING PRAYER

Almighty Doonyi Poolo,
Omnipresent Doonyi Poolo
Through your kindness
We get the light & the day again today.
Let this bright light
Lead us all the time
Through right and just
Be equally distributed to all.
Your kingly light leadme not
To commit mistake and wrong
On this day in my duty.

6.

YUMELO KUMSI NAM

Doonyi mikmie serine
Poolo migoe serone
Nok ayang lok siiloke longem yeyin to.
Siyum Doonyi Ane nok
Arbe leeleng lo
Poolo Abu nok
Angking kiibung lo
Immi tayube bunjub aadakku
Immi tapade bunggab aadakku.
Milo maanying mangkolo
Nyamne maanying mangkolo
Nok angun bedangem lengkan laika,
Nok asir agodem toorong bilaika.
Maanying bokdoem dukmem moma peka
Maanying ragolok opok moma peka.
NIGHT PRAYER

6. (English version)

Almighty Doonyi Poolo
Omnipresent Doonyi Poolo
I accomplished my duty
Work of the day
With your kindly light and energy
Received from you.
To night I should be allowed
To rest on your lap and arm
And sleep in heavenly peace.
Let me see and get your light
In my dream all the time
Be not my dream ominous
And save my fate from odd and danger.

DODO TIIDOEM KUMSINAM

7.

Doonyi mikmie serine
Poolo migoe serone
Doonyi Ane nok
Poolo Abu nok
Tiiding asie pasun binamen
Tiidak namoko;
Doling Eme parpam binamem
Dodag namoko;
Enge jemina takamem
Takar jemvana takamem
Tiiding rikiem kaadung momapeka
Doling roorongem kaatok moma peka.
No dogo suunem piiram momapeka
No tinggo suunem piiram momapeka.

PRAYER AT MEAL TIME

7. (English version)

Almighty Doonyi Poolo
Omnipresent Doonyi Poolo,
You are saviour of life
From whom I get this piece of bread
And drop of drink in need of time.

Let all the living beings of this world
Get this food from you.
Be not there famine, save them you saviour
From starvation and hunger.

TAKAMKE LERING

Nok kaayum sinam ager lok
Ngom aginpe imo langka
Nyotko gamko kakolo ngom
Daapong aapiem kunjeng molangka,
Geemin rapmin kakolo ngom
Ayang aapiem gejeng molangka.
Mingum tadum kakolo ngom
Deena bedangem lengkan molangka,
Miitung miireng kakolo ngom
Mingkeng sikope dagge molangka,
Tumnam monam kakolo ngom
Angun bedangem lengkan molangka,
Anki keno kakolo ngom
Aseng angam bedangem lengkan molangka.

[Nom mingkeng siyarye.]

SOURCE OF ALL

8. (English version)

Oh, the origin of every being
Let my action deserve
Your appreciation always
Let me sow the seeds of unity and love
Where there are divisions and hatred.
Let me show the path of purity
Where there are doubts.
Let me be the source of hope
Where there are despair,
Let me show the path of light
Where there are darkness;
Where there are sorrows
Let me show the path of peace and happiness
To thee with my faith ever.
I am aware of an unseen Master
That guide me every day
He is the probing Doonyi Poolo
He is the ever witnessing Doonyi Poolo.

The evil thinkers are watched
The evil preachers are heard,
And He who tightens them
With the rope of "Riki Rilok".
The drinkers of forbidden ones.
Are made to drink from "Doonyi Siling".
The eaters in the forbidden way
Are made to eat from "Polo Polo Menyo".
He is the Almighty ruler - Doonyi Polo.
The light, heat, air and water
And the soil are all your gifts,
The sources of our life
We live the life on this earth.
You are kind and generous
Oh, Doonyi Polo.
Lead us to follow the path
Of your light and wisdom;
Lead us to follow the path
Of your truth and justice
With faith for ever to come.

Riki Rilok - A punishing rope (Hand calve)
Doonyi Siling and Polo Polo Menyo - Poisonous drink and food.

PRAYER SONG

a) Kumdung Doonyi Nom

Kumdung Doonyi nom
Kumdung Polo nom
Doonyi mikmi sero nom
Polo migo sero nom;
Doonyi Kaki nom
Polo yaayo nom
Kumdung Doonyi nom
Kumdung Polo nom.
Tumi gaggging nom
Lonno siiring nom
Ute ruutum nom
Poro ruutum nom
Kumdung . . . . .

Kooje lering nom
Janggo lering nom
Togung abu nom
Yogam ane nom
Kumdung . .

Angun iigang esar asi
Ngana takam turmona
A PRAYER TO DONYI POLO

10.

a) We pray thou Doonyi Poolo
The Almighty, the Omnipresent
And the Omniscient,
Our saviour of life;
You are the source of knowledge
You are the source of wisdom
You are the source of happiness and prosperity
Give us knowledge and wisdom
Give us peace and prosperity
As you give us
Light, heat, air and water
It is all your kindness and gracious act.

TATKI TATKI TOL DOONYI POOLO KUMNAM NGOLUM AGOM

b) Tatki tatki tol Doonyi Poolo
Kumnam ngoluk agom
Kumnam ngoluk larik sitoi
Doonyi Poolo no . . .
Tatki . . . . . .
Ngoluk turnam ngoluk yenam
Nokke ayang petom,
Ngoluk angun ngoluk donam
Nokke binam petom
Doonyi ngolum Poolo ngolum
Angun kaamolai.
Tatki . . .
Gimoi keli keli sibuk raket kenmang
Gimoi keli keli Domuk Dooyi kenmang
Diite moopang kogong korong
Giten sim mai.
Tatki . . . . .
Gimoi keli keli yilungyamsong kenmang
Gimoi keli keli adung apeng kenmang

Sinam nyoknam peso kenmang
Sinam nyoknam peso kenmang
Ngolum giyar moi.
Tatki . . . .

PLEASE ATTEND TO OUR PRAYER

10. b) Oh, Doonyi Poolo
Be convinced to our prayer
And accept our prayer to you
All our life, light and food
We get from you only.
Let us go free and fearlessly
Of all hurdles that may obstruct us
Like land slide of rock
And high stiff and gorge of river bank.
Let us go free and fearlessly
Of all hurdles that may obstruct us
Like tide of storm and thunder.
Lead us unto our death with
All strength and energy
To face all these trials of life.

ASI AMONG TAKAM SIM PILEN BINE DOONYI POOLO NO

c) Asi among takam sime
Pilen bine Doonyi Poolo no
Engo takar rukling meerang
Ruulen bine Doonyi Poolo no.
Ali ango nesi neyang takame nok
Binam tangar lok turgedo,
Belena takamsi, nok binam,
Ngarsi ngarkam lok turge do
Siipir siiye lok singgedo.
Asi among . . . . .
Doonyi Poolo duuma miiio
Dooying Botem kline Naane

Yeko kamaye,
Doonyi Poolo ginyo milo

Tani giidang so
Turna ngana duuyi-maaye
Asi among . . .
YOU ARE CREATOR OF ALL

10. c) Oh Donyipolo, You are creator of all
Living beings of this earth
You are giving all elements of life
To all living beings
Irrespective of small and big.
You are creator of all
Irrespective of man, animal, gods and goddesses
And without you they cannot live or exist
In the earth or heaven.
So, you are all in all.
You are every thing.

(a) An analysis of the above -

According to the Adis, Donyi-Polo is Omnipresent which means He is present everywhere, and as He is present everywhere He is able to see everyone and everything. But there lies a contradiction here because again if He is able to see everyone then He can directly do justice and He need not be invoked which the tribal people usually do, to be present as the sole witness of the dispute. The Adis perform this trial with the mithun as witness, and they believe in course of time by means of Donyi-Polo's justice/judgement the mithun of the guilty person will die an unnatural death. This means that the mithun will not have a natural death, but will meet with an accident. On the other hand, they feel that nothing should happen to the mithun of the person who has not done any wrong. As such the mithun is left in Donyi-Polo's name for His
judgement on that particular day. Here Donyi-Polo symbolises goodness and justice and the mithun serves as a medium of witness.

(b) Donyi-Polo is regarded as the Almighty power, i.e., infinitely powerful or very great. He is Omnipresent who is supposed to be present everywhere and He is also the Saviour, one who will save from ruin. As He is present everywhere, He can see everything and as He is infinitely powerful, He should have been able to act directly. But the contradiction here is that He is invoked as the one and only witness when the tribal people are claiming for right and truth. They place an egg in boiling water and invoke Donyi-Polo that as He is supposed to be present everywhere, He can see who is guilty and who is right. As such the boiling water should burn the fingers of the person who is found to be guilty and if the person is found to be right or not guilty then Donyi-Polo is supposed to save him as He is also regarded as the saviour. So the people believe that through Donyi-Polo they can obtain fair judgement.

(c) The performer here asks his son, grandson, or niece that if they have lost their health, which means that if they are suffering from any illness because of their bad luck, then the performer is going to perform this Leyo or the traditional
method of worship for healing a person. In this case, they believe that a person suffers only when his luck is not favouring him. The performer then takes a healing metal or 'Emul' for the recovery of the lost health and asks the patient to listen to the sound of the Emul. It is believed that if the patient is able to hear the sound of the Emul then his health and energy can be made up or regained. The patient is asked to follow the performer to his sweet home with the creeper, 'Rindo'. This means that the performer thinks of an imaginary home which is sweet because may be there isn't supposed to be any suffering in that home, and the Rindo creeper is taken to tie the soul and health of the patient for the fear that his health may decline again. The tying of the soul and health is also an imaginary act because soul and health are not visible to any person. A chicken or a fowl is also taken to make the path clean for the patient to follow the performer to his sweet home. In this way, the performer wishes his speedy recovery.

(d) In times of crises or hardships, the people invoke Donyi-Polo. According to the people, Donyi-Polo is believed to be merciful and the source or origin of life and so they invoke Donyi-Polo to provide strength and courage to all living beings to face any kind of hardships that come their
way and to overcome crises. The people further invoke Donyi-Polo to provide light so as to guide them through the correct path. Only with the light of Donyi-Polo one can follow the path of truth and peace.

(e) As Donyi-Polo is Omnipresent and Omniscient, i.e., one who is supposed to be present everywhere and One who knows everything, Donyi-Polo is invoked to witness the act of crime. Though Donyi-Polo is invisible or we are not able to see, Donyi-Polo is invoked to be present at the place where invocation is being carried out and it is imagined that Donyi-Polo is the only authority who can decide the case. As Donyi-Polo symbolises truth and justice, it is believed that Donyi-Polo alone can confer truth and justice to all the people, and this is also because Donyi-Polo knows who is right and who is wrong as He is Omniscient.

1. In this prayer, the tribal people indicate that Donyi-Polo is the creator of the fertile plains of Sedi, and the ruler of mountains and ravines of Melo, and through His light and rays this universe has been lightened. They regard Donyi-Polo as the mother and father of the entire mankind of the earth, and it is only through Donyi-Polo's love and affection that mankind are able to earn bread and water to satisfy their hunger and thirst. Just as parents love their
children, so also Donyi-Polo loves mankind. In other words, He is the provider.

Donyi-Polo is also regarded as the source of fortune, richness and poverty. Happiness and sorrows are His blessings, and rich and poor are His gifts. So it is Donyi-Polo who bestows fortune, richness and poverty to mankind. As such He is the source of good and bad. Both poverty and sorrow are also considered as blessings of Donyi-Polo. Donyi-Polo is also the supreme judge and the Almighty ruler of the highest court. Donyi-Polo inflicts punishment on those who are guilty and the degree of punishment varies in accordance with the crime.

Donyi-Polo is Omnipresent and Omniscient, being present everywhere and witnessing everything. He predicts all thoughts and all actions are decided by Him because though He is invisible, He is supposed to be present everywhere. As such the person invokes Donyi-Polo to bestow the light of knowledge and wisdom on the people who are the descendants of Dooni, and the children of Doonang. Mankind here are considered to be the children of Doonang and the descendants of Dooni. They further invoke Donyi-Polo to guide them and help them to live a true
and clean life and to make their minds quiet and loving and free from evil thoughts. He should also help people to perform good deeds which does not go against anyone, and to make their tongue sweet so that they do not utter anything evil. They should also be able to do good to everyone and help others in times of difficulties. For this, the people pray to Donyi-Polo and vow in His feet to be able to follow the right path. Donyi-Polo is personified as a human being whose feet are touched by people, seeking His kindness and blessings.

2. In this prayer, the tribal people are full of praises of Donyi-Polo. They indicate that Donyi-Polo is very great and powerful and cannot be compared to any thing existing on this earth. They feel that the different incarnations of Ram, Krishna, Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed, Nanak, Mahavir and others who had come to this world were all messengers of Donyi-Polo. Donyi-Polo had send them to this world, and has created the day and the night, the winter and the summer, the life and the death which no one else can create. As he is very powerful He has created all the above, and these are regarded as His gracious or merciful activities. These are also regarded as mysterious phenomena because these are secret wonders which can only be created by One who is Almighty and All-powerful. As such, the people submit to Him.
In this prayer, there exists the notion of day and night, winter and summer, and life and death. So there is the awareness that if there is day there has to be night, if there is winter there has to be summer, and if there is life there has to be death. Donyi-Polo is considered to be the ultimate.

3. Donyi-Polo have created male and female for the continuity of life. He has created various forces to govern the world like day, night, heat, cool, air, sky, earth and water and these forces are responsible for supporting lives of living beings. It is true that life would never have existed without the above forces. All the forces taken together are responsible for the existence of life. But the most important factor here is that life would have been at a stand-still without male and female. Both sexes are responsible for the continuity of life.

It is Donyi-Polo who is responsible for the miraculous wonders of this universe, like darkness is preceded by light and old is preceded by new. These take place because of His wishes and kindness. It would have been very difficult for the living being if there would have been only light or only darkness. Both are essential. As such, both come and go.
Similar is the case with old and new, if old is not replaced by new, then also there lies a problem because old will ultimately wear out and for the continuity of the old it has to be replaced with new and these kind of phenomena can never be done by anyone excepting Donyi-Polo who is regarded to be Almighty. It is through the power of Donyi-Polo that high mountains go under sea and the sea goes above the mountains. These acts can only be performed by the Donyi-Polo and it also indicates that Donyi-Polo is responsible for making the impossible, possible.

Again, through Donyi and Polo all living beings, living both on this earth and under water acquire food for their survival. As Donyi-Polo is kind, He never makes any distinction but provides food to One and all, and only because of Him living beings are surviving. So all the marvelous acts are attributed to Donyi-Polo.

4. Donyi-Polo is regarded as the kindest saviour of all. This is because He has provided mankind with the following. Water to drink or to quench thirst, food to eat in order to fill one's stomach so that one can keep oneself active, air to breath for survival, night to sleep which means to take rest, day to work or remain active. These are some of the essentials of life. Donyi-Polo has finally also given
death to rest peacefully in His lap. He is very kind and because of His kindness He has provided mankind with the above. As such man's life is governed by Donyi-Polo.

5. This prayer is offered to Donyi-Polo in the morning. In this prayer, Donyi-Polo is invoked as Almighty and Omnipresent, i.e., One who is very powerful and who is present everywhere. He is also very kind, and because of His kindness the people feel that they have got the light and the day again today. This means that they had day the previous day also and if Donyi-Polo wouldn't be kind enough there would have been no light and day, the next day. So as the day begins the tribal people pray to Donyi-Polo to lead them always through right and just with the bright light of the day, which must be distributed equally to all. He further asks Donyi-Polo to guide him with His kind light and to save him from committing any crime in performing his duty on this day.

6. Donyi-Polo is Almighty and Omnipresent who is very powerful and is present everywhere. In this prayer, the person prays to Donyi-Polo that he has performed his duty of the day with the latter's light and energy. It is believed that as Donyi-Polo is very powerful, it is only with Donyi-Polo's help and guidance that a person can successfully carry out his
work. He prays to Donyi-Polo that he should be allowed to rest and sleep peacefully on His lap and arms, at night. This is because he is aware that he'll be safe in the hands of Donyi-Polo and also Donyi-Polo will protect him. He wishes to receive the light of Donyi-Polo in his dream all the time, so that his dream is not dreadful. The light of Donyi-Polo here signifies that he wishes to remain in touch with the Almighty so that his fate is saved from odd and danger. In this prayer, the person is going back to the shelter of the ultimate. Donyi-Polo symbolises the ultimate.

7. Donyi-Polo is regarded as very powerful and great and He is also supposed to be present everywhere. He is also considered to be the saviour of life, and a person invokes Donyi-Polo at meal time. He imagines that in times of need, the piece of bread that he is eating and the drop of drink that he is consuming have been provided by Donyi-Polo. Thus he prays to Donyi-Polo to provide food to all the living beings of this world so that there is no famine and as He is the saviour of life, He can save living beings from starvation and hunger by providing food to all.

8. Donyi-Polo is regarded here as the origin of every being. In this prayer, a person invokes Donyi-Polo to appreciate his actions and to be with him so that he is able
to sow the seeds of unity and love where there are divisions and hatred. Divisions and hatred can be overcome by love and oneness. In cases of doubts, a person invokes Donyi-Polo to guide him so that he is able to show the path of purity, a path free from pollutions, and in times of despair he should be the source of hope. In darkness, he should be able to show the path of light through Donyi-Polo and at times of sorrow he should be able to show the path of peace and happiness. As Donyi-Polo is almighty He is endowed with powers and He is also believed to be the source of all, so He can only help mankind to overcome crisis. Donyi-Polo symbolises love, oneness, purity, light, hope, peace and happiness.

9. In this prayer, a person refers to Donyi-Polo. As Donyi-Polo is Omniscient, He is ever-witnessing and is always exploring the universe and the person is aware of the invisible forces that guide him in his day to day activities. It is also believed that though Donyi-Polo can't be seen, but as He is supposed to be present everywhere He keeps an eye on those who have bad thoughts and also listens to the evil preachers. It is imagined that these evil people are fastened or tied with a punishing rope 'Riki Rilor' by Donyi-Polo and they are made to drink and eat, 'Doonyi Siling' and 'Poolo
Menyo' which are poisonous drink and food. This is a kind of punishment which Donyi-Polo inflicts upon the wrong-doers as He is very powerful and great. Donyi-Polo has also provided the heat, light, air, water and soil as gifts to living beings which are the necessities of life, and it is only because of His kindness that living beings are able to live on this earth. If Donyi-Polo wouldn't have been generous, life would have been very difficult on this earth and would have finally perished. As such, the people invoke Donyi-Polo to guide them through His path of light and Wisdom, and also through the path of truth and justice, Donyi-Polo symbolises light, wisdom, truth and justice and only through Him a person can follow the right path.

10(a) The people offer prayers to Donyi-Polo who is Almighty, Omnipresent, Omniscient and Saviour of life, i.e., One who is very powerful and who knows everything. He is also supposed to be present everywhere protecting everyone. He is also believed to be the source of knowledge, wisdom, happiness and prosperity. So the person prays to Donyi-Polo to provide mankind all of the above just as He gives light, heat, air and water.

10(b) The people invoke Donyi-Polo to accept the prayers offered to Him and they believe that it is Donyi-Polo who
provides light and food to them. They ask Donyi-Polo to help them overcome all obstructions fearlessly, namely, landslide of rock, high stiff and gorge of river bank, and tide of storm and thunder. These are natural calamities which may have been caused by Donyi-Polo, and it is believed that only through the help of Donyi-Polo the people can overcome these calamities. The people also ask Donyi-Polo to provide them with strength and energy and guide them till they die so that they can face all the trials of life.

In this prayer, Donyi-Polo is regarded as the creator of all the living beings of this earth. It is He who provides all living beings with all the elements required for life, irrespective of their size. It does not matter to Donyi-Polo whether a living being is small or big. Since He is the Creator of both small beings as well as big beings, the required elements of life are provided to all of them. He is also the creator of all, i.e., man, animal, gods and goddesses, and their existence in the earth or heaven has been possible only because of Donyi-Polo. So Donyi-Polo is regarded as all in all or the most powerful. As such, He is considered to be everything.

In all the above prayers, Donyi-Polo has been
portrayed as creator, provider, ultimate, responsible for all action and who has the capacity to guide the right path. Donyi-Polo is omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent. He is considered to be the source of life and the protector of all beings.

**Philosophy of Donyi-Polo**

The faith and belief in Donyi-Polo have led to the emergence of the following philosophical concepts according to Shri T. Rukbo –

1. 'It is the universal truth and brotherhood.
2. It is the supreme governing power of the universe.
3. It is every-probing power, which is Almighty, Omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient.
4. It is the supreme judge of the highest court of law of eternity.
5. It is the divine light, wisdom and knowledge.
6. It is the source of life and energy of all living beings.
7. All living and non-living beings are creation of Donyi-Polo.
8. Purity, openness, frankness, truthfulness, love and peaceful coexistence are the eternal laws of Donyi-Polo.

9. Right, justice and kindness are path to the goal of Donyi-Polo.

10. Equality, fraternity, self-respect and self-reliance are the qualities and qualification of Donyi-Polo faith.

11. Mercy and apology with understanding are best solution of any problem.

12. Theft, hatred and lies are great sin.

These have further led to the evolvement of a number of principles, following which human beings can live happily on this world. (according to T. Rukbo and O. Ering) These are:

1. Follow the right or truthful path:

Traditionally Donyi, the Sun and Polo, the Moon, symbolises truth, peace, greatness and perfection. Donyi and Polo are considered as important for attainment of perfection. The followers of Donyi-Polo always remain truthful, and believe that telling lies, commitment of crimes and offenses, and involving oneself in foul play are against the teachings of donyi-polo. As such one should never fear to fight for truth and justice.

2. Treat everyone equally:

The Creator radiates warmth and light to the earth equally through the sun and the moon and makes no distinction between caste creed and colour. Every living being on this earth
enjoys this equality and surviving. In the same way, all living beings should beloved and looked upon equally without any discrimination.

3. **Cultivate wisdom and justice:**

The Sun and the Moon, Donyi and Polo, provide light to this world making it beautiful for living. They also symbolise truth and justice. In a similar manner, knowledge and wisdom should illuminate the minds of human beings and guide them to do justice to all. For instance, in the Kebyang (the traditional council meeting) of the Adis, the name of Donyi-Polo is frequently taken to do justice.

4. **Be frank and forward:**

The rays of the Sun and the light of the Moon come down direct to the earth. This teaches the people to be straightforward and frank in dealing with any affair.

5. **Practice kindness and mercy:**

Donyi-Polo is the light that guides human beings from committing any crime. It is believed that any human being who is on the wrong is either swallowed or destroyed by Donyi-Polo, and kindness and mercy are the forms of punishment that Donyi-Polo inflicts on the wrong-doers. Donyi and Polo never come to inflict physical punishment to offenders, but they use to guide man by
focusing light and rays.

6. **Practice selflessness:**

The Sun and Moon, Donyi and Polo, provide light and warmth equally to all the living beings on this earth. If, by chance, they stop then none of the living beings will survive. Though they provide light and warmth they do not expect anything in return from the living beings. Thus, Donyi-Polo teaches the people not to be selfish but to be helpful to all and to render services to the society and the world as a whole. One must be prepared to help those who are helpless according to one's capacity. Since the sun and the moon symbolise the physical representation of Sedi or God, selflessness is an important characteristic of him and this is reflected through the Donyi and Polo.

**FESTIVALS ASSOCIATED WITH DONYI-POLO FAITH:**

In order to understand the Donyi-Polo belief system, one will have to concentrate on the various rituals that are performed during the festivals that the Adis celebrate. Following are the important festivals celebrated by the Adis of the Siang district of Arunachal Pradesh:

1. **Dongen festival**
2. **Dorung festival**
3. **Aran festival**
4. **Mopin festival**
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5. *Etor festival*

6. *Solung festival*

1. **DONGEN FESTIVAL OF THE ADIS:**

*Dongen or Genne festival* is performed by the *Boris*, a small group of Adis inhabiting the upper central region of Siang district of Arunachal Pradesh. This festival is celebrated in order to propitiate the Supreme deity *DOINYI-POLO*, and is usually performed after harvesting of job's tear millet or 'TANIYET', and storing them in the granary. There is no fixed date for the celebration of the festival, but it is usually celebrated in Feb-Mar, with in a period of two fortinights which constitute the local month termed as 'SOBO-YERRE-POLO' i.e. the 'mithun-pig month'. This is because mithuns and pigs are generally sacrificed in this festival. So the auspicious date for the festival is fixed by mutual consent, and the festival lasts for a period of seven days. Dongen festival has another important characteristic. In this festival, the newly wed couples of the previous year, of the village perform the rites of the festival in order to solemnise their marriage.

This festival is usually organised by a family or two families of the village separately or jointly. Every year families organise the festival by turn. Though this limitation prevails, traditionally all the people of the village as well as of neighbouring villages participate and extend help to the family organising the festival.
On the preceding day of the festival, the wife of the person performing the puja, SOBO-PANAM, sends invitation to each and every household to attend the inaugural ceremony of the festival at her house the next day.

On the first day of the festival, the villagers as well as guests of neighbouring villages assemble in the performer's house. The womenfolk then take out the grains from the granary which are spread on mats in the sun, and the young children are set to watch. The menfolk are also assigned certain works. They are sent to the jungles to collect bamboos and wood for making water containers and mortars 'Kipur'. The old women then clean the grains by means of winnowing fans, and the grains are then pounded by the girls. After the pounded grains are separated from the husks by another batch of women, these are taken back to the granary by the boys.

In the morning of this day, all the villagers are provided with a meal which consists of rice and smoked squirrels, or pigs, if squirrels are not available. The villagers are again entertained in the evening, and the people rejoice drinking and merry-making.

The next day, called BINNIYET is spent in feasting and merry-making.

On the third day, a group of six young boys are sent to the jungle to bring plantain leaves or Eko and these boys are
provided with food and drinks which consist of rice, smoked squirrels and beer with ginger pieces. In the jungle the boys perform a puja or EKO-TAKKE-ENAM ceremony before cutting the leaves. In this ceremony, they place a little amount of rice, squirrel's meat and ginger on the stem of the plantain tree from which the leaves are to be cut. Beer is also poured on the stem. After this ceremony is performed, the plantain leaves are cut and brought to the village. On this day, invitations are again sent to the relatives, who are yet to come, to join in the celebrations 'MINO-DUNAM' the following day.

On the fourth day, again a group of four boys go to the outskirts of the village to cut the trunk of a particular tree, which is locally termed as LANGOR. The trunk is then chopped into pieces of firewood and stored outside the performer's house. But before the task of carrying firewood is completed, one of the boys has to carry four pieces of wood in four trips, failing which it is believed that he would become bald sometime in his later age. The task of cutting and storing firewood is termed as 'SILLI-TANAM', and at the end of the ceremony the pieces of firewood are taken away by the members of the performer's lineage or clan. On this day, meal is served to all the villagers both in the morning and evening.

The fifth day is spent in erecting scaffolding for the sacrifice of mithuns. In Dongen festival, four mithuns are sacrificed. So four scaffolding are erected with ESI-POTENNE or logs of wood at four different places.
One scaffolding is erected in the courtyard BATUNG, while the second is erected near the granary of Kunsung. The third and the fourth are erected at the place where a common MACHAN (platform) is set up from which youngmen pull the ropes tied to the mithuns. The ropes reach up to the MACHAN after passing over the scaffoldings.

The youths of the village then go to the jungle in batches of two to catch the mithuns of the person performing the Dongen festival. There's a lot of excitement, and whenever a batch sights a mithun, they shout, "Dolu Asi Esong Katung Ke" meaning they have seen a mithun. In this way they inform the other batches to come and help in capturing the animal and once the message is conveyed, all the young men arrive at that place and help to capture the mithun. The captured mithun is sent to the village and search is carried on for other mithuns till all the four mithuns are captured and brought to the village.

On the sixth day, the mithuns are sacrificed in the name of the supreme deity DOI NYI-YAYI, and this is usually carried out after the sun rise. Before the sacrifice starts, the new daughter-in-law of the person performing Dongen, applies rice paste ETTING HIDUNG on the foreheads of all the four mithuns.

At first, the biggest size mithun that is tied in the Batung is slaughtered. This is done by pulling the animal over the erected scaffolding and striking the head of the same with a felling axe. It is believed that this mithun is sacrificed for the dead ancestors. After this, the Kunsung mithun is sacrificed by the same method as was done in the first case. This mithun is meant to appease the spirits controlling the crops MITI-MITAK,
the harvest deity PIRNEY-TONNEY and the house deity MIRRING-MISSING. Lastly, the other two mithuns are slaughtered at the KUNDUN, the place outside the house facing the KODANG, the place for guests of the house. These two mithuns are sacrificed in the name of DOINYI-YAYI. The method of slaughtering these two mithuns differ from the former two. Both the mithuns are tied with ropes around their necks, and pulled over the scaffolding and left suspended in the air for about an hour or so till they die of strangulation. While the dead mithuns remain suspended, the performer of the Dongen, his newly married son, daughter-in-law and her father come ut of the house holding a rope in their right hands. The performer's son also carries a bowl of rice paste in his left hand. Then the four of them start moving to the left of the KUNDUN mithuns and on reaching the first of the hanging mithuns the performer's son applies rice paste on the mithun uttering the following words, 'Linning Eting Pe Danning Yebang Pe', which means that "Next year they would perform Eting ceremony and in the next after that they would perform Yebang. They are to be taken care of. "After this, the performer's daughter-in-law also applies rice paste to the mithun quietly without uttering a word. This same act is repeated in case of the second mithun also, after which all of them ascend the platform from one end and descend from the other making entry into the house from the right side. After entering the house, they hang the rope, that was carried by them in the PUDUNG corner of the house where skulls of mithuns that have been previously sacrificed on earlier occasions, are kept. Meanwhile some old men keep on chanting religious songs or SOBO-GANNAM.
The mithuns are then cut up and the meat is distributed to all the relatives and guests present on the occasion.

In the evening, TIPU-MENAM ceremony is performed. In this ceremony, the performer, his son, daughter-in-law and her father carry baskets containing rice, pork and mithun's meat, on their backs. Then holding one another's hands they move around a mat which is spread on the ground in front of the house, and after making a few rounds all four of them empty the contents of their baskets on the mat. These are to propitiate the spirits and deities. When the baskets are emptied, the young boys who remain standing nearby start shouting, 'Tipula-Langke-ke', the meaning of which is "Come and take the things lying on the mat". This implies that the young boys are invoking the spirits and deities to accept their offerings.

On the last day, the guests, MINU or MINONG return to their respective homes, each of them carrying back along with them packets of cooked rice, mithun's meat and beer (apong).

The young boys then go to the jungle and collect seven bamboos of various sizes for GOMBO-TUNAM. Two long ones are put on either side of the house, crossing one another at the top and a third bamboo is positioned in between the two. While placing the bamboos, a boy from the group utters, "All the wealth of the Minyongs, Bokars, Membas and others should come here in this house". The remaining four short bamboos are placed in two on either side of the long ones. With the erection of this struc-
ture, the Dongen festival comes to an end.

Ponung dance forms an essential part of Dongen festival. It starts from the very first day and continues for the remaining days of the festival. There's a lot of excitement and the people enjoy themselves.

2. DORUNG FESTIVAL:

DORUNG is a festival of the Padam-Minyong Adis of East Siang District. This is a festival of community hunting called KIRUK and usually celebrated during winter months, i.e. between December and February.

Since time immemorial, the villages in Adi society have been divided into two or more MEROMS or social units and the units are organised on clan basis or on topographical position of the people. The membership to these MEROMS is inherited and cannot change from one MEROM to another. If new people move into the village, then the KEBANG (Village Council) decides to which MEROM they should be included and usually they join the MEROM in which there are few members. But if the same clan meroms exist in the village, then they join the same.

During this festival, the uncultivated land within the boundary of the village is divided among these various meroms and if the areas given to the meroms are vast, then these are further sub-divided into smaller areas or SIPUS.
There lies an interesting myth behind the performance of DORUNG festival, which has been interpreted in the following manner. In the ancient times, there lived two great hunters in the under-world by the name of NUYI and GAMRO. At that time, man (or TANI) already existed on this earth and they had started cultivation. They planted some vegetation, which started growing. But it so happened that one day as they went to examine the plants, they found that all the plants were destroyed and eaten up. TANI was very very angry, but he failed to understand what had caused the destruction and who was responsible for it. So he told the kite, who lived on the top of the tree, to keep watch over his land and to find out the cause of destruction. The kite had seen what had happened. He told TANI that it was the wild boar, GUMGONG or SIRA, who was responsible for the destruction. This made TANI furious and he decided to kill the boar. He approached the two great hunters, NUYI and GAMRO and sought their assistance to kill the boar.

Both NUYI and GAMRO agreed and came to help TANI. They set out to look for the wild boar and in their hunt, they suddenly saw the wild boar running. At this, GAMRO first shot an arrow but by mistake, he wounded the mithun and for this act of his, he was taken captive by DADI-BOTE, the owner of domestic animals including mithun.

Meanwhile, the wild boar was shot by NUYI but it did
not die on the spot. It managed to escape. So NUYI once again started looking for it and finally, he found it lying dead in the land, KINE-MIRMIR BUDING. NUYI then collected EGAM leaves, canes and bamboos and prepared a sling, with the help of which he carried the corpse behind his back and started walking. But after covering a short distance, the sling gave way and fell to the ground. It so happened that as the boar was falling along with the sling, the tusks of the boar pierced the sides of NUYI, causing excessive bleeding and finally resulting in his death.

With the death of the wild boar, TANI thus was relieved of all anxiety and since it was NUYI, who relieved TANI, the latter started performing DORUNG festival in honour of NUYI. It was NUYI, who rendered help to TANI. Since then, the DORUNG festival is being performed, creating an awareness in the minds of people to become skillful hunters. The myth signifies the death of the hunted and the hunter.

Before the commencement of the DORUNG festival, a KEBANG is held in which the date of the festival is fixed. Then a place is selected in between the jungle and the village called DUMBANG. This place is cleaned and a gate (EYAP) is erected, which is partly covered with branches of a thorny climber, Tatkey or Tatkeng and reeds of Tapi.

The celebration of DORUNG festival starts with EMO MONAM. On this day, the poisonous plant EMO are collected which are used in making arrow heads. There are two varieties of EMO
plants, one growing in snow-clad mountains MOJI, the roots of which are only utilised. The other variety is a sub-tropical plant MORANG, the fruits of which are only used. Both the roots of MOJI and fruits of MORANG are collected.

These are then taken in the DERÉ (bachelor's dormitory) by the male-folk or villagers. A corner of the DERÉ known as DERÉ BANGO is selected and cleaned and used for grinding purposes. The grinding is done with the help of mortar and pestle (MOBYANG and MOTUP); and the grinding of the EMOs are done entirely by the males. After completion of grinding, they start making arrows, the heads of which are coated with EMOs.

From the next day onward follows three days' hunting. The beginning of hunting is marked by burning a portion of bamboo (BAMUK). This burnt piece of bamboo is then kept in a particular place and hit with an arrow till it bursts. This bursting of bamboo is called BUKNAM. Before going for hunting, the hunters go to the DUMBANG, where a BANGO is prepared in which a fowl (ROKPO) is killed. After that, the hunters have to pass through the gate (EYAP) that has been already erected in the DUMBANG and while passing through the gate, each participant is touched with a broom-like thing. This is done by a person, who is selected for this purpose. The dogs are also touched with the same. There are dogs, called KIMEN which are particularly used for hunting. Touching of each and every hunter including the dogs indicates a sort of purification.
After this, they go for hunting. While returning from hunting, they have to pass again through the DUMBANG. If any animal is killed during the hunt, then a ritual known as LAGLAM PANAM is performed at a selected place (LAGLAM PAKO) in the DUMBANG. In this ritual, the materials required are four sticks (of any length), some leaves of TALE or TALEY, the leg of the animal that is killed and four arrows, which are known as MAKSAR. These arrows are not poisonous and differ from the arrows that are used for killing the animals. This ritual is performed on all the days of KIRUK or hunting on their return from the hunt.

It so happens that during hunting if a hunter aims at an animal and shoots at it, but by chance misses the animal, then there is a punishment for him. The hunter is tied to a tree if it is in the jungle, or he is tied to one of the posts of the DERE and he is tied with ropes that are made out of thorny climbers like TATKEY and YORIT. He is also beaten with these climbers. This is done after completion of one SIPU and before starting of another and the punishment is usually imparted by an elder member or a person, who has not missed an animal till that time. Moreover, in the evening, the youths of the village go to the house of that person, who is punished and collect one PEROP or a barrel of apong and this is termed as ABLAK APONG. This apong is enjoyed by both the young and the old members of the village.

During hunting, one SIPU after another is covered. When the hunters reach a SIPU, they divide themselves into two groups.
One group termed as TONA (or TODING TONA) waits at one end of the SIPU, while the other group termed as RUGLIKNA (KIRUK YAMENG) chases the animal from other end making some sounds. In this way, the animals are caught.

After three day's hunting, the following half-day is spent in hunting and the rest in observing some rituals. In some cases, when no animal is killed on the first three days of hunting, then the decision is taken by the village council to spend the entire fourth day in hunting.

On the fifth day, the youths of the village perform a kind of celebration known as YAMENG DOKANG (YAMENG meaning youth and DOKANG collection). On this day, they go for collection of foodstuffs. In some cases, on the same day, they go for just a day's hunting and this is termed as DONYO KIRUK and the animal that is hunted is distributed only among the participants, i.e. only those who go for the hunt. In some cases, DONYO KIRUK is held the next day. This marks the end of the festival.

Though there may be regional differences or variations in observing the festival for five days or six days, the basic activities in celebrations remain the same. There is a lot of fun and excitement as the young boys accompany their elders in the hunt, but hunting is tied down to a body of rules. Besides, hunting provides entertainment to the people and relaxation from their routine works. It also brings members of one Merom together.
In the myth of the above festival, the two archers Nuyi and Gamro have been projected as strong forces who are able to destroy the boar or the destructive force.

Tani (man) have been projected as weak and helpless. As such, he seeks help from forces which are stronger than him. Nuyi and Gamro help him by killing the boar.

3. ARAN FESTIVAL:

Aran is a festival of the Padams, the Pasis and the Minyong group of Adis, of the East Siang District of Arunachal Pradesh. This festival is also known as Unying among the Minyongs. Aran festival is generally held in the month of March-April and the festival lasts for about 15-20 days.

There lies an interesting myth in the performance of Aran festival. In every human society, nature has been personified in a number of ways. The same is the case with Adi society also in which two stages of nature have been identified as personification of Aran festival. One is the winter incarnation, NYANI METE and the other is ARAN of spring.

In Adi mythology, the incarnate has been personified as a beautiful young girl. The greenery of nature with its calmness and grandeur, accomplishes perfectness in winter. This beauty of nature has been compared to the calm, quiet and beautiful NYANI METE, who grows up into a young girl to be
married off to somebody and to be given a warm farewell to her husband's home. This hearty send-off, which is bid to NYANI METE, is celebrated in ARAN festival.

But the name of the festival has been derived from the name of SIKI NANE's son, KIRAN or ARAN. It so happened that in the beginning, TANI (man) did not know the ways of worldly life like cultivation works, rearing animals, etc. Seeing TANI's ignorance, SIKI NANE felt pity for him and decided to help him. She sent information to TANI that she would send her son ARAN who should be welcomed. Receiving information from SIKI NANE, TANI decided to offer ARAN eatables like ginger, meat, apong etc. but he did not know what play-things were to be given to him. So he planned to give him birds, rats, squirrels, etc. This reception of ARAN also forms a part of Aran festival along with the sending off of NYANI METE.

A few weeks before the commencement of the actual festival, male members organise a community-hunting. In this, the men of the village go to the jungle, erect camps and stay there. They spend the days in hunting wild animals and birds. Then, they return to the village on the eve of the day of the festival, i.e. Aran Dorep with all the games that they have hunted and these are shared with all the other villagers and kept in store for the festival. On this occasion, pigs and fowls are sacrificed by every family depending on their means. The rich and well-to-do persons also sacrifice mithuns.
Next day the actual celebration of Aran festival starts. On the morning of this day, the young children are offered roasted birds, squirrels and rats by the elder members of the family like father, brother and even uncles. These are relished very much by the children and it provides an occasion of variety for them. The roasted animals are attached to a string and hung like garlands around the necks of the little children, who are seen running about and showing one another and at times, occasionally eating from them. On the same day in a corner of the house, the housewives offer apong (rice-beer), meat, eggs, rice etc. and perform worship to the gods and deities, with the following prayer:

"On this festival day
A gift from KINE NANE
Let all gods and deities
Visit this house
To grace the festival;
Worships are offered here
With apong, meat and rice
Let all be satisfied with it".

In the evening of the first day, the village elders and children (both male and female) form different groups and start dancing. These groups visit every house of the village and perform dance and give blessings to the members of the family. They are also entertained with dry fish, meat, rice squirrel, apong etc. in every house and the young children collect these on all the days of the festival and enjoy a feast on the concluding or last day of the festival.

The second day is known as NYONAM Generally this day
is observed as a rest day after the hunt and on completion of the preparations for the festival. The people relax and spend the day in merriment.

On the third day, LUKA LUNGAK, DADI BOTE, the god of domestic animals is offered prayers and propitiated. On this occasion, the domestic animals of each household are brought near the altar (constructed in the front of every house) and rice, meat, apong, ginger, etc. are offered in the altar in the name of DADI BOTE.

The fourth day is spent on feasting and merry-making.

In the myth of the Aran festival, there is the concept of farewell or send-off of a girl to her husband's home. There is an indication of sorrow and pathos because the girl is leaving from her paternal home.

There also exists a sense of co-operation. Sike Nane felt pity for Tani (man) and decided to extend her help in cultivation works, rearing animals, etc. The concept of reciprocity is also conspicuous in this myth. Sike Nane agrees to send her son Aran to help Tani on the condition that Aran should be welcomed, and accordingly, Aran is welcomed. This implies the heralding of a new dawn for existence.

There is a female and also a male in this myth.
4. MOPIN FESTIVAL:

Of all the festivals celebrated by the Adis of West Siang District of Arunachal Pradesh, Mopin is an important agricultural festival of the Gallong group. This festival is celebrated in the months of March-April corresponding to Lumi and Luki months of Adi calendar to mark the beginning of agricultural activities. In this festival, Mopin or the deity of wealth and Mopin uyus-Pinku and Pinte are propitiated for a good harvest, good health and prosperity, and the festival lasts for about five days.

The mythological interpretation of Mopin festival lies in the following myth. Abotani, the father of mankind was the first human being on this earth. He did not know about cultivation. So all the gods and goddesses took pity on him and decided to help him in whatever way possible. They met at a place KARGU in heaven and there the decision was taken as to who would provide what materials to Abotani. DONYI, the god of light promised to provide sunlight for cultivation works and animals for domestication. MOPIN, the goddess of wealth and prosperity thought of providing all seeds and agricultural implements, while PEKA the god of war and valour decided on giving war implements like helmet, shield, etc. i.e. bodumbokom, and BUTE-YAPOM, god of jungle took the responsibility of providing games during hunting. All the gods and goddesses collected the above materials and bestowed them to MOPIN to give to Abo Tani. But Mopin did not know Abo Tani. The meeting between them happened as under:
During that time, there lived two brothers TAKAR-TAJI who wanted to perform a sacrifice ceremony, DORYI-PANAM, in which they were to sacrifice ten mithuns. But before performing this ceremony they had to perform a ritual, RINDU-KAMDU which was unknown to them. So they send KEKO-PAI, a squirrel as their messenger to find out from Abo Tani the methods of performing the RINDU-KAMDU ritual.

KEKO-PAI them went to meet Abo Tani, and enquired from him about the ritual. Abo Tani did not know the same. But he already had other plans in his mind; he wanted to possess the mithuns of TAKAR-TAJI. So he told KEKO-PAI that his mother knew about the ritual. Abo Tani actually had no mother and so he erected an image in human form, covered it with cloth and kept it half-submerged in river water. He then asked KEKO-PAI to go and find out from his mother. He also instructed the latter to remain far from his mother because she would be asleep and not to call her because she was deaf and she would not hear. So the only possible way to awaken her was to poke her with a stick. KEKO-PAI followed Abo Tani's instructions but as soon as he pushed the image with a stick it sank under water. Hearing the news of the same, Abo Tani pretended to be very angry and blamed TAKAR-TAJI for the death of his mother. He further claimed the mithuns of TAKAR-TAJI as compensation for the life of his mother.

On learning this, TAKAR-TAJI felt very much depressed. But they were helpless. Abo Tani took away nine mithuns, and spared only one named Taapu Bo. So in order to fulfill their promise, they sacrificed this mithun and the responsibility of
distributing the meat among all the guests was shared by PEJEK (a small bird) and TAKOM DUMMA. It so happened that there were too many guests and so there was shortage of meat. In order to serve all the guests PEJEK contributed flesh from its legs and TAKOM DUMMA contributed flesh from its legs and TAKOM DUMMA contributed its head to meet the requirement of meat and even today one can see PEJEK having thin legs and TAKOM DUMMA having a very tiny head.

In the chaos that prevailed as regards shortage of meat, the deer DUMPU got angry and kicked at the meat. Seeing this ABOTANI's dog KIPU became angry and started chasing the deer and the chase led them to the land of MOPIN, where the people were pounding rice powder for some ritual. As the deer ran across the place it spilled the pot of rice powder, which stuck to it. That is why even today the inner thighs of the deer is snow white, the colour of rice. The dog which was following the deer was caught by the people and kept captive. As the dog did not return for a long time an anxious Abotani went in search of the same. The search for his dog led Abotani to the land of Mopin where he too was kept in captivity.

As days passed by, Abotani made plans to set himself free, he thought of a plan. He caught a rat and placed its dead body under his armpit. After sometime the rat decomposed and started emitting a foul smell. This made Mopin very anxious; she thought that something was wrong with Abotani and that he would die soon. So in order to save herself from the risk of Tani's
death she released Abotani along with his dog. In addition, the MOPIN gave him the gifts of all the gods and goddesses.

Abotani of course did not know the art of cultivation. On his return, he first sowed the paddy-seeds on the ground without cleaning the same. To his surprise he found that the seeds did not sprout as expected. So Abotani went back to the land of MOPIN and told goddess MOPIN about his misfortune. Taking pity on him, MOPIN gave him fresh seeds again, and she also gave away her daughter DIYI-TAMI to Abotani as his bride. She further advised Abotani to offer mithun, pigs, and fowls in her honour and offer prayers at the time of sowing. So Abotani came back and started performing the Mopin festival in which he sacrificed animals accordingly and this resulted in good yields. Since then the descendant of Abotani, the Adis believe that MOPIN must be propitiated for successful cultivation, and so this festival is performed.

At the advent of the festival, a Kebang (meeting) is held in the village dormitory which is known as 'Dere'. In this Kebang, several decisions are taken. First of all, the date for the celebration of the festival is fixed. But this festival may also not be celebrated each year. This is usually found out by reading omens on an egg or by examining chicken liver which indicates the auspicious day for the celebration of the festival. Earlier, prior to 1966 Mopin festival was practically not celebrated in town. It started only in 1966 because of the initiative of the new educated masses. Besides fixing the exact
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date, a list is also prepared indicating the names of well-to-do persons for contributing the principal items of sacrifice like mithuns and pigs. At times when there are no wealthy persons, contributions are not made individually. In such cases, collective contributions are made.

In the meantime, elaborate preparations are made in every house to store sufficient quantities of fish, meat and rice-beer (apong) to last for the entire period of the festival. Ample quantity of rice is also pounded for preparing rice powder cakes which are offered to the Mopin. In addition to this, significant feature of Mopin festival is the smearing of faces with rice powder. All these activities mark the arrival of coming of the Mopin festival and every household prepare themselves suitably to welcome the festival and are in festive mood.

On the preceding day of the festival, an altar is erected at the site of the festival. This altar is made up of certain special plants like Tapi, Take, Eni, Ensi, etc. and is encircled with a bamboo fence to demarcate the place of worship. On this day, Dipe Monam ceremony is performed in the morning, in which the symbolic images of Mopin, of the ancestors, and of the god of rain, Doli, made of twigs, leaves and bamboos are installed by the side of the altar. The priest (Nyibu) invokes the deities, simultaneously, by chanting hymns and prayers. In the evening, messages are sent to every house, informing the menfolk to assemble in the 'Dere' the next day. After this, the actual celebration of the festival begins.
CEREMONY BEFORE SACRIFICE
(Mopin Festival)
On the first day of the festival, a representative from each household attends the Dere and helps in the collection and storing of food items, that have been contributed by the villagers towards the celebration of the festival. The priests also have their own functions to perform. They continue chanting prayers and myths at the place of worship, while the people enjoy a grand feast, singing, dancing, rejoicing, and merry-making.

On the following day, food from every house is again collected in the Dere, for the festival. On this occasion the Yudum-lik-nam, sacrifice, is performed in which a cow-mithun is at first tied adjacent to the altar where her head is smeared with rice-powder, and rice-beer. Thereafter, the mithun is slaughtered in the sacrificial altar to propitiate Mopin Goddess. Pigs and fowls are also sacrificed at the altar as ritual offerings. The people at this time are engaged in dance and merriment, while the priest remains busy as before, chanting incantations and prayers. The blood of the sacrificial animals are then mixed with rice-beer and poured over the images that are placed by the side of the altar, and the flesh of the animals are taken to the Dere for the community feast. After this, the people start dancing and singing "Hey Mopin" etc. and applying rice-powder to each other's face. They also visit one another's house, and in every house the guests are entertained with special Mopin cakes and other delicacies.

At the end of this day, the people are given blood and hair of the slaughtered mithun, bristles of the pigs and feathers
of fowl that are sacrificed at the altar. These are taken as tokens of the festivals and are believed to bring good fortune to those people who keep them in the house.

On the third day, Mopin cakes and mithun's meat are distributed to one and all including the guests. The latter are also entertained in every house and the priests are given share of the animals that are sacrificed.

On the fourth day, the priest as usual chants prayers, while the empty packets in which mopin cakes were wrapped are hung on the altar.

On the last or final day, the whole village is cleared and a farewell feast is organised in which all the villagers as well as guests participate. After the feast is over, the priests accompanied by the people, go to the outskirt of the village to bid farewell and see Goddess Mopin off. With this the festival comes to an end, and the people return home and resume work in the paddy fields.

In this festival, the Adis use large quantities of rice, as is being used by some religious communities in other parts of the country. Rice is regarded as sacred, signifying purity of thought, word and deed. It is used in various festivals and divinations in all forms, e.g. rice-cakes, rice-powder etc.

Popir dance forms an essential part of the Mopin
festival. Popir means butterfly. Thus, Popir dance literally means butterfly dance. In other words, Popir dance is an imitation of the dance of butterflies. This dance is usually conducted by a Ponu Nyibo (leader) who narrates the mythological songs and the young girls and elderly women repeat after in chorus the song and joins in dances in steps according to the song. Old and young menfolk also take part and all distinctions like rich and poor are forgotten in this festive occasion. Thus Mopin festival unites all the people with a feeling of oneness.

In this festivals, symbolic images of Mopin of the ancestors and God of rain are constructed with twigs, leaves and bamboos.

In the myth of Mopin festival, there's a clear concept of provider. As Abotani (first human being on this earth) was ignorant about cultivation works, different gods and goddesses decided to provide him the different materials required for cultivation. Donyi provided sunlight, Mopin provided seeds and agricultural implements, Peka provided weapons and shields, and Bute-Yapom provided games.

There is also a concept of sacrifice. Pejek (a small bird) and Tokom Dumma (animal) contributed flesh from their body to feed the guests as there was shortage of meat. There also exists a reciprocal exchange between Abotani and Mopin (goddess of wealth and prosperity). Mopin gives paddy seeds and her daughter Diyi-Tami, to Abotani and the latter offers mithun,
pigs and fowls in Her honour.

5. **ETOR FESTIVAL**:

Etor is another important festival of the Padam, Minyong and Pasi group of Adis of East Siang District, Arunachal Pradesh. This festival is usually celebrated in the month of May - June, after the completion of community fencing, which is usually constructed for the protection of paddy fields and crops from the destruction of domestic as well as wild animals. Etor is a branch of the Solung festival, because the word "Solung" has two meanings: one is 'LUTOR', the meaning of which is Etor festival and the other is 'LUNE', which means the actual Solung festival. Etor festival is performed to propitiate DADI-BOTE, who is believed to be the owner of domestic animals like fowl, pig, mithun, etc.

The Etor festival has the following myth. The ENGO-TAKAR people (or the first people) planted sweet potatoes and these plants were destructed by GUMGONG, a wild boar. So, in order to prevent the GUMGONG from causing further destruction, the ENGO-TAKAR people decided that GUMGONG should be killed. But there was nobody among them, who could kill the giant boar. So the people went to the land of KINE-NANE, goddess of prosperity and foodgrains and requested for two strong archers by the name of NUYI and GAMRO to come and assist them in killing the wild boar. Thus, with the help of the ENGO-TAKAR people, NUYI succeeded in killing GUMGONG, while GAMRO, by mistake, shot at
DADI-BOTE's (the god of domestic animals) mithun and was taken captive by DADI-BOTE's people.

At that time, there was a serious dispute going on between DADI-BOTE and MEDENG-SENE (evil spirit) regarding the ownership of the mithun. Both of them were claiming equal rights over the mithun. So, in order to obtain justice as to who was the rightful owner of the mithun, DADI-BOTE along with the mithun and MEDENG-SENE went to the land of DONYI-POLO. There the two parties were asked to construct individual bridges and to take the mithun over the same. It so happened that the mithun crossed safely over the bridge of DADI-BOTE, but while crossing over the bridge of MEDENG-SENE, the bridge gave way. So from this it was evident that DADI-BOTE was the real owner of the mithun. But MEDENG-SENE was not to give up so easily. She made plans to take revenge on DADI-BOTE. She asked the ENGO-TAKAR people to demand a mithun from DADI-BOTE as compensation for capturing GAMRO and to threaten him if he refuses to comply with the same. The ENGO-TAKAR people carried out the advice of MEDENG-SENE and DADI-BOTE agreed to give a mithun on the condition that he should be given a squirrel (LIPO), MITI OMUM, the lady of fragrance and perfume, along with other gifts. DADI-BOTE further claimed the thumb finger of the squirrel to be cut off as an agreement. The ENGO-TAKAR people agreed to this and taking the necessary items as demanded, went to take the mithun from DADI-BOTE. Along with the mithun, the latter gave a TAN tree (sacred tree), a branch of bamboo (to make rope for tying the mithun) and a branch of the OKJOK tree (for making post for tying the mithun). He further
advised the people to perform Etor festival every year in honour of him and also the mithun and to perform DELONG dance and AGAM KEPEL (the worship for property of mithun) at the time of the festival. Since that time, the Adi people have started celebrating the Etor festival annually.

The date for the commencement of fencing work is usually decided by the village authority and accordingly, on the first day, the youths of the village go to the jungle and collect TABUM or RILAM plants. These are used for making ropes and the whole of first day is spent in making ropes, which are used for tying purposes.

From the second day onwards, the villagers start constructing the fence. Usually the villagers are divided into three groups. The first group is known as DANIK or the young group and their duty is to collect posts from the forests and they also are to cut down bamboos into small pieces. The second group is called YARBE or DABE, which consists of the middle-aged people - say between 35 and 50 years. These people are assigned the task of collecting strips of long bamboos. The third group is known as LUMIK or MIJING and this group comprises of old people. They do not have to go to the forests. The first two groups, i.e. the Danik and the Yarbe, place the bamboos horizontally and vertically, while the Lumik party does the tying and erect the final fencing. While returning from their work, the young groups like Danik and Yarbe carry fire-wood from the jungle, which is stored to be utilised during the festival. At
the time of construction of the fencing, the owners of mithuns and cows are to prepare food and supply food and apong in the village dormitory. These are distributed among the three groups of the villagers, who carry out the fencing work.

After the fencing works are completed, the exact date of the Etor festival is fixed. On the first day of the festival, which is called YEGUL, a pig is slaughtered near the community hall. This pig is killed for the community feast to be held the next day. The second day is called GAMPU. On this day, all the male-folks of the village assemble together in the community hall or Dere. Then the meat of the pig killed on the previous day is divided into two parts: one part is distributed to every family of the village and the second part is utilised in the community feast. The male-folks also bring rice, meat and apong along with them while coming to the Dere and all these items are also consumed in the feast. On the night of the same day, Delong dance commences and this continues for about three or four nights. In this, the Delong Miri takes part and in his song, he narrates myths related to the creation of mithun and pig and food-grains.

On the third day, DADI-BOTE, the god or owner of domestic animals, is worshipped and prayers are offered to Him. On the night of the same day, the path to DADI-BOTE's land is described by the Miri in his mythical song and this is known as AGAM BEDANG ABANG. This song is sung in accordance with the Delong dance. The Delong party also visits every house of the village and in each house, they are entertained with apong and meat. The Miri, on this occasion, is paid both in cash and in
kind and he is also provided with assistance in agricultural works. This is done only for one day by the girls of the Delong party.

In Etor festival, every family is supposed to contribute a pig and a barrel of apong and this is done in turn one by one. If a particular family fails or refuses to contribute the same, then that family has to pay in cash for the cost of the pig and has to pay fine also. One thing is to be noted here that the pig, which is to be contributed, must have a certain measurement of chest (which is usually measured by the marking already made in the post of the Dere) and if the measurement is less, then that family has to pay for it and if it is more, then the village community has to pay for the extra.

Again at the time of fencing, each family is expected to complete the fencing of the allotted plot of land. This is known as ETOR DAABE. If by chance, the family fails to complete the fencing at that time, then they have to complete it later. The young male members of the village are also required to participate in the delong dance and if a person does not participate, punishment is imposed on him either physical or in kind in the form of one fowl.

This festival is performed mainly in honour of DADI-BOTE, the god of domestic animals, and also the mithun. In this festival, pigs are sacrificed. As this festival is performed in honour of mithun, mithun is not sacrificed in Etor festival.
The following observations have been made from the above myth:-

There is a sense of co-operation because the archers, NUYI and GAMRO came to assist the ENGO-TAKAR people in killing wild boar. It is also seen that from the very beginning there existed a dispute between good and evil, and ultimately the good triumphs over evil. There is also a reciprocal relationship, for example; Dadi Bote agrees to give mithun to the ENGO-Takar people only after the latter gives him a squirrel (LIPO), the lady of fragrance and perfume. There is also a concept of sacrifice for Dadi-Bote claimed the thumb-finger of the squirrel which was cut off and given to Him, for obtaining the mithun.

6. SOLUNG FESTIVAL:

Solung is the most popular Socio-religious annual festival of the Padam and Minyong group of the Adis of Siang District. The word "SOLUNG" is a combination of two words, 'ESO' meaning mithun + 'ALUNG' meaning a flock, from which the first syllable of each word is omitted, thus forming the word "SOLUNG". (ESO + ALØUNG = SOLUNG). This festival is celebrated in the month of August - September. Solung festival is primarily connected with agricultural activities and in this festival DOYING-BOTE (The Divine Protector), KINE-NANE (the goddess of prosperity), DADI-BOTE (the god of domestic animals) and GUMIN-SOYIN (the god of household and family or the village) are worshipped.
(Salung Festival)
Ponung Dance

[Image of a scene with people dancing indoors]
The popular legend that lies behind the celebration of the solung festival is as follows: the son of the God of Knowledge, YIDUM - BOTE is said to have given life to the paddy plant which was later nourished by the goddess of prosperity, KINE NANE. At that time, man was not in possession of paddy. So in order to obtain the same, he sent squirrel as his messenger to goddess KINE NANE asking for paddy. She gave him paddy with the condition that the latter would worship her every year, and sacrifice mithuns and pigs in her name. Since then, Solung festival is celebrated annually mainly to propitiate goddess KINE NANE. (Myth I)

Solung festival is mostly performed for the welfare of the villagers, and also to obtain a rich harvest. This festival lasts for seven days, and the date for celebration of the same is fixed by the BOGUM-BOKANG (conglomeration of all village KEBANGS or councils which form the apex body in Adi Society). On the eve of the evening of the festival, AGAM KEPEL is offered to all the benevolent gods, goddess and deities to visit the house and village and to bless mankind and domestic animals.

In this festival, Ponung dance is performed, and during Ponung, and MIRI or priest narrates ABANGS, the stories about the beginning of the universe, the creation of plants, animals and mankind.

On the first day, DOGIN YUMA, the people start making preparations for the festival. Vegetables are stored and large quantities of rice-beer or APONG are also prepared. On the same
night, the MIRI narrates ABANGS related to the creation of universe, mankind and animals. The narration begins from KEYUM which is considered to be the remote past, beyond the reach of human knowledge or senses. From KEYUM, it goes on as follows, which has been collected from Shri T. Rukbo.

KEYUM — Nothingness or Vacuum

KASI — Light appears

SIANG — Rays developed

ABO — From the rays of light, thin layers of smoke evolved

BOMUK — Clouds formed

MUKSENG — Solid stage formed

SEDI — Creator appeared

MELO — Preserver appeared

After taking the form of living being,

SEDI created the following :-

SEDI SEPI — YOKMO — A great architect
SEDI SENGOR — ORNE — The Sun
SEDI TUNGGI — BABING — A fortune teller
SEDI LIMIR — SOBO — The source of mithun
SEDI LINGGEN — SOBO — The source of steel and iron
SEDI DIDEN DENDE — SOBO — The source of food grains
SEDI DIGIR IRKONG
KONGKI — KOMANG — The designer of life
SEDI DIDONG DOYING — Bote — The divine protector
SEDI DIMI MIKI KINE-NANE — The goddess of food grain
SEDI DILING LITUNG — LIMANG — The origin of mankind
SEDI DIMI MISUM — MIYANG — The maker of valuable wealth
SEDI DIPONG POLUNG — SOBO — The destroyer
LITUNG — LIMANG (the origin of mankind) further gave birth to
PEDONG NANE, in turn, gave birth to innumerable beings which have been noted as below:-

DOMI MINUR - LOMANG - Architect and blacksmith
DOBAN BANJI - BANMANG - Blood thirsty spirit
DONGI NGITE - PORO - Evil spirit causes female illness
DOBI BISI - YADA - Blacksmith
DOBI BIRI - BIAG - Spirit of flood/erosion
DODI DIMU - TAYA - Spirit of hills and mountains
DODANG DADI - BOTE - God of domestic animal
DONI AJI OR TANI - The Man
DOBO BOKI - BOGO - Spirit of priest
DOMI MILI - MINAM - Spirit of epidemic
DONOM NOMGU - NOMNANG - Deity of wild animals
DOSI SILI - SIDONG - Spirit of water
DORO ROBO - Spirit of Jungle
DOSI SIBE - Monkey
DOPU PUDUK - PUSA - Frog

The owner of land, Tusin - Rodong, distributed land to all the children of PEDONG, excepting MILI-MINAM (the spirit of epidemic) and DONI AJI or TANI (the man), AS MILI - MINAM was a spirit, TUSIN - RODONG suggested it to take refuge in the
TYING OF MITHUN
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atmosphere but he was unable to accommodate TANI on this earth. As such, PEDONG - NANE suggested TANI to find out his own way, and man's struggle for his existence is found to be narrated on the seventh day of the festival.

On the second day or DOROP LONGA, mithun, pigs and fowls are sacrificed. The guests are entertained to a special dinner and a portion of the meat is distributed to all the relatives while the remaining is preserved for the remaining days of the festival. In the evening of the same day, the MIRI or priest starts relating the LIMI-LIBOM ABANG in which he narrates the coming of the mithun to this earth, and this is accompanied by Ponung dance.

The MIRI narrates as follows: (Myth II)

SEDI LIMIR - SOBO finally took the form of a gigantic animal, and sat on the road between the earth and heaven/blocking communication between KINE-NANE and DOYING-BOTE. As such there was chaos everywhere and so KINE-NANE and DOYING-BOTE invited a number of beings to remove LIMIR-SOBO and clear the passage between the earth and the heaven. But every one failed, because LIMIR-SOBO was a furious animal and no one had the courage even to touch it, ultimately, from the land of DADI-SOMI (the kingdom of animals), DADI KARKI-MILI, DADI MIRUNG - LEJUNG, DADI MIRENG - LEGENG and DADI MIKO - PAKBO were summoned and together they were able to kill LIMIR - SOBO. After it was killed, it was cut into pieces which were thrown in different places and these grew
up into various forms of plants and animals. From the animal's testicles grew a gourd creeper which bore a gourd and after it ripened, a sound could be heard from inside it. Several experts were called to identify the object that made the sound inside the gourd, but none of them was successful.

At last a priest, DADI KOMI-YOKMO, from the land of DADI-SOMI was able to identify the object which he thought to be an insect. But on being requested to cut the gourd open, he found it to be a lump and not an insect. He felt that if the lump is developed then it could be a living being. So he collected materials from the different plants which grew out of the pieces of LIMIR-SOBO and developed artificial limbs and organs which he added to the lump. Then he left it for observation, which finally took the form of a mithun, and this transforming creature was called TAPUM-NINE (a lovely insect). The people of DADI-SOMI were entrusted with the responsibility of taking care of the mithun, and the animal was allowed to graze and move freely. It gradually attained maturity, and at this stage it was called ATO-DORNE (free moving animal).

The people of DADI-SOMI took care of the mithun, but when the animal attained maturity an evil woman, MEDENG-SENNE claimed ownership of the mithun. The evil woman appeared from the land of BANJI-BANMANG (the blood-thirsty spirit). To solve the dispute over the ownership of mithun, both the parties were asked to appear in the court of Donyi Polo.
When both the parties arrived in the court of Donyi-Polo, ROPUNG - MONE a representative of Donyi-Polo, asked them to construct bridges of soft wood, (TUDUK-RAKSAK) and take their mithuns over their respective bridges. The mithun of DADI-SOMI crossed the bridge without any difficulty, but the bridge of MEDENG-SENE gave way as soon as the mithun was taken over it. This proved that MEDENG-SENE was telling a lie and making false claim of ownership. Thus DADI-BOTE (the people of DADI-SOMI) became the truthful owner of the mithun and since then the mithun was considered to represent Donyi-Polo as a deciding factor in all disputes. As such, mithun is considered to be the descendant of Donyi-Polo.

Meanwhile, the other children of LITUNG-LIMANG like ENGO-TAKAR (KARPUNG-KARDUK) had started cultivation. They planted sweet potato which started growing. But just before harvesting, they found that the plants were all destroyed by an unknown animal, which was later on identified as GUMGONG or wild boar. In order to kill GUMGONG, two archers NUI and GAMRO were approached and they were ready to render their help. It was NUI who shot the wild boar while GAMRO by mistake shot at the mithun and wounded the same. Thus GAMRO was taken captive by DADI-BOTE (the owner of domestic animals). Now it was the responsibility of the ENGO-TAKAR people to somehow get Gamro released.

At this stage, the evil woman MEDENG-SENE appeared and advised the ENGO-TAKAR people to make an idol of a beautiful woman and place it on the narrow path of DADI-BOTE. The latter,
unknowingly, would try to talk to the idol thinking it to be a woman and when there wouldn't be any response he would touch her. The idol should be placed in such a way that at the slightest touch it would fall down and then they could catch hold of DADI-BOTE and demand the release of GAMRO. The ENGO-TAKAR people followed the advice of MEDENG-SENE and DADI-BOTE as expected fell into the trap, but agreed to pay in terms of mithun for the compensation of the idol. While the release of GAMRO was impossible because GAMRO became the owner of the mithuns. While taking the mithun DADI-BOTE asked the ENGO-TAKAR people to make noise by beating the wall of the house after reaching home. This he did in order to obtain the mithun back. As such, when the ENGO-TAKAR people started making noise, the mithun got frightened and returned back to the land of DADI-BOTE. The ENGO-TAKAR people then reported this to DADI-BOTE who refused to spare another mithun and after long argument he agreed to give the mithun on the condition that the ENGO-TAKAR people would send a squirrel (KEBO) and a fairy from the land of fragrance (MITI-OMUM) for negotiation. The ENGO-TAKAR people followed DADI-BOTE'S advice and thus obtained the mithun, along with which they were also granted the ETOR festival in which DADI-BOTE is worshipped for the welfare of the mithun and other domestic animals.

The next day is BEDANG. On this day there is exchange of food and meat among friends and relatives, and PONUNG-BEDANG or the traditional song is sung by the MIRI. In this song, the MIRI makes an imaginary journey along with the Ponung girls, and in his song he covers with them the entire boundary of the Adi.
Land. He starts from the particular village, giving first a
description of the village. Then he describes the places that he
crosses as he proceeds from the village, crossing hills, valleys,
mountains, rivers and streams. Besides these, the past happenings
are also narrated. The PONUNG-BEDANG continues for about 4-5 days
and the song ends only when the MIRI returns to the village with
the Ponung girls after completing his journey of the entire Adi
land. While performing the imaginary journey of BEDANG, the MIRI
imparts knowledge of the tribe, clan and family to the common
people, and there is also an indication of a clear picture of the
boundary line of the Adi land. On the fourth day a woman of the
family sacrifices a fowl and offers cake or Etting and Apong
(rice-beer) in the field in the name of the goddess KINE-NANE
and DOYING-BOTE. This day is called BINNYAT, and the BEDANG
continues to this day and the next. Here the MIRI narrates that
after the wild boar GUMGONG was wounded, it ran away and was
followed by a dog, SANYI. It so happened that in its attempt to
escape, the boar jumped into a deep gorge, while the dog reached
the land of KINE-NANE. On learning that the dog belonged to the
ENG0-TAKAR people, KINE-NANE sent paddy seeds to the latter by
tying a few grains on the dog's ears, which were sowed. Thus
cultivation of paddy got introduced.

The fifth and the sixth days are spent on feasting and
merry-making. These are observed as taboo days on which the
villagers do not go out of their villages and they also avoid
any strenuous work.
On the seventh day of the festival, all the old men of the village assemble at the village dormitory or MOSUP and make defensive objects like bows and arrows which are fastened on the main passage of the house, as well as on the doors of every house of the village. The people believe that evil spirits are always roaming in the atmosphere, and only by tying bows and arrows they can be prevented from entering into the houses. Bows and arrows are symbols of warfare. As such these are used for prevention of evil spirits. This day is called as EKOB or TAKTOR, and on this day the god of household GUMIN-SOYIN is worshipped to protect mankind and the domestic animals from diseases, epidemic and evil spirits. Usually the BEDANG is completed in the evening of the same day. Finally on the tenth day prayers are offered to goddess KINE NANE seeking protection of plants from worms and insects. This day is called IRNI and on this day all the decayed paddy plants are uprooted.

In this festival, the people offer worship for the welfare of the mithun, and this is termed as AGAM KEPEL. As mithun is considered to be a descendant of Donyi-Polo (from the ABANG that is narrated on the second day of the festival), worship to the same indirectly implies worship to Donyi-Polo and from this point this festival becomes important for our study.

The following prayer is addressed to the mithun:

This day reminds us still
How Dadi-Bote graced
The Engo-Takar people
With you, ATO DORNE, DADI-NINE
And you are a gift of DADI-BOTE.
We still cherish all blessings of DADI-BOTE,
And so you are adorned and blessed
With these branches of sacred tree often
With the sacred leaf of kow
As desired by DADI-BOTE.

Let your number increase quickly
As tan branches grow rapidly;
Be grown up with healthy quickly
As kow leaf grows up quickly.
Your good health be blessed by DADI-BOTE.

In the above prayer, the people offer prayers for the welfare of the mithun.

On the particular days of the Solung festival the people get reminded of how the ENGO-TAKAR people were blessed with the mithun, which is considered to be a gift of DADI-BOTE (the god of domestic animals). According to the latter's wishes, the mithun is adorned and blessed with the tree of tan and the leaf of kow both of which are considered to be sacred. The people also pray for the rapid increase in population of the mithuns and just as the branches of the tan tree grows very quickly, so also should the number of mithuns increase. It seems the kow leaves also grow quickly. The Adis pray so that the mithun grows rapidly in good health just as the kow leaf, and all this is possible only with the blessings of DADI-BOTE.

In all the various festivals of the Adis, different gods and goddesses or deities are worshipped and honoured, like DADI-BOTE, GUMIN-SOYIN, KINE-NANE, etc. These different deities are not independent but are the parts of Donyi-Polo, manifested with specific purposes. Donyi-Polo is Almighty and possesses supreme power, and the power of the different deities are
Chart I:

Shows that in all the festivals of the Adis, different gods and goddesses are worshiped and honoured. These gods and goddesses are subordinate to Donyi-Polo, each having specific roles.
inseparable from Donyi-Polo. Donyi-Polo is considered to be the Supreme being and the different deities are minor beings.

The different deities are agents of media to contact with the Supreme Donyi-Polo, and worship of different deities signifies the worship of Donyi-Polo. (as shown in Chart-1)

Donyi-Polo is also worshipped when natural calamity occur. For instance, when there is continuous heavy rainfall causing flood and erosion, or at the time of severe drought which causes famine, etc. Donyi-Polo is worshipped.

In addition to the above, the Adis offer prayers to Donyi-Polo in their day-day life. The daily routine of an Adi is as follows:-

After rising from bed, preferably before sunrise, an Adi is supposed to perform personal prayer to Donyi-Polo. Then he engages himself in his professional activities. Finally at night, personal or group prayer is performed in the name of Donyi-Polo to express gratitude for good health of all family members and also for a sound sleep at night.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF FESTIVALS:

In order to find out what are the common denominators in festivals, I have prepared a Table-III showing the essential features of festival.
An analysis of the above chart 'Essential features of festival' shows that the stated objectives vary from festival to festival. From functionalist perspective, these festivals are celebrated to bring the community together and attain some common objectives, such as, to ward off diseases and hidden dangers, mark the beginning of good season, ensure good harvest and continuous supply of animals. On such occasions everybody has a role - the males have one set of tasks while the females have another emphasizing gender difference in the community. Gifts are given and received between relatives, between the members of the village and the guests who come to participate from other villages. The important aspect is that both the individuals and community rights are recognised in gift giving and receiving. For instance, in Etor festival, a part of the meat is given to every member of the village and another portion is reserved for community feasting. Thus in the festivals, mutual rights and obligations of the individual and the importance of maintaining cohesiveness in the community are emphasized. Community is built on the concept of reciprocity, direct or indirect. The festival play an important role of reminding people of their obligations towards each other as per the norms of the society, as well as towards the nature which has made the life on earth possible. Besides, the festivals mean a lot of eating, drinking, and merry-making. Normally, the food they take on such occasions is not what they consume daily, that is the festivals provide opportunities to have something special. There is also license in drinking as well as relaxed behaviour in male-female relations. They indulge in a lot of dancing too. This way the
festivals play a role of letting the steam off, straightening the tensions and allowing new relationships to be formed and to blossom. All this is important for the existence and continued integration of the group. The existence and integration of the group are important for human beings anywhere, but are of critical importance to the people living in this region where inter-group hostility and non-too friendly terrain cannot be overlooked.

The festivals also emphasize the importance of reproduction - of human beings, animals and plants. They also emphasize nature's marvel and mystery in birth. People know very well that without successful reproduction the existence of life is at stake and therefore whatever power is responsible for the same, it has to be appropriately propitiated.

Looked at from this functional perspective, how a festival is actually celebrated, what symbols are used for celebrations, which symbols repeatedly occur, etc., can be considered a matter of detail, the important thing is the observation of the festival by the community.

But if we try to see what are the meanings of these festivals, then each and every detail in the organisation of the festival becomes important. It is indeed not possible for an outsider to indicate the meaning of each symbol as understood by the people. What is possible, is to show what symbols are considered to be most important and unique. It is also possible
to indicate what symbols occur in association with the other symbols. Such exercises may indirectly help us to point out towards possible meanings.

One set of meanings that is certainly conveyed through the participation in the festivals is the sense of satisfaction, joy, security and well-being derived by the people. It appears that human beings have to be repeatedly reassured that the darker (evil) forces have been taken care of, reproduction is assured, the group is intact, and supply of energy in terms of light, water and food is maintained. This explains the periodicity of the festival. But what is the link between these vital aspects of human existence with slaughtering of mithun and that, too, four on the occasion of Dongen (propitiation of Donyi-Polo), fowl on the occasion of Dorung (community hunting), pigs and fowls on the occasion of aran (marking change of season), pigs and fowls on the occasion of Etor (propitiation of Dadi-Bote), cow-mithun, pigs and fowls on the occasion of Mopin (for good harvest and prosperity) and mithun on the occasion of Solung (for good harvest and welfare). The common denominator in all these slaughtering is extinguishing life and letting the blood flow. What does these signify? The people themselves use different terms for slaughtering of animals for ritual purposes which means giving life to the deity; this is very clearly distinguished from slaughtering of animal for normal purpose of consumption. Slaughtering of animal for ritual purposes is a common phenomena all over the world, but is particularly more common in north-east India.
In festivals, the sacrifice may be seen as a gift from the villagers with which they hope to appease the deities. Or the sacrifice may be understood as representing the defeat of the invading demon or demons, who had afflicted or abused, the deities in myths.

Kingsley, in order to explain sacrifice in the honour of Goddess Durga argues that blood - sacrifice is the perception (perhaps only unconscious) that the God who nourishes the crops is identified with the power underlying all life, needs to be reinvigorated from time to time. Despite her powers she is capable of being exhausted through continuous birth and giving nourishment. To replenish her powers and to reinvigorate her, she is given back life in the form of animal sacrifices. The blood in effect resupplies her so that she may continue to give life in return (Kingsley, 1987).

According to Sheth (1979), sacrifice may be defined generally as a rite in the course of which something is forfeited or destroyed, its object being to establish relations between a source of spiritual strength and one in need of such strength, for the benefit of the latter.

Verrier Elwin (1960) has commented that the sacrifice is a sacrament, where the people eat in the name of gods.

Thus, one of the functions of sacrifice of animal is for the propitiation of the gods/goddesses. This is done for the welfare of the people, for reproduction of life, and for
continuous supply of essential things like water, food, light etc.

Another function of sacrifice is that, sacrifice provides abundance of meat which are shared as per their norms among the people. Thus the people are able to have a feast among themselves and the other members who participate in the festival or ritual.

Third interpretation could be that there is another world of varying power, rank, qualities and desires. These also have the power to oversee what goes on in the world of human beings. These power too, need food and drinks like the people in the living world. They have to be kept satisfied with the choicest of food and drinks. Mithun is the choicest of the animal for the Adis. Donyi-Polo is their supreme deity. He is therefore offered the highest ranking animal, but why four of them? There is no clear answer for that except that it is part of their tradition. Hopin and Solung are the other two festivals in which mithun is slaughtered but along with pigs and fowls. These two festivals are also connected with Donyi-Polo, reproduction and general well-being of the people. It is interesting to note that it is the cow mithun which is slaughtered on the occasion of Hopin which is primarily an agricultural festival. The underlying assumption could be that reproduction is a female activity and hence a cow-mithun. But this festival is also associated with the practice of smearing faces with rice-powder. On the second day of the festival, people are given blood of the mithun, bristles
of the pig and feathers of fowls. There must be some underlying meaning of all this but in addition, it certainly shows that the receivers have participated in the sacred ritual and they, too, are entitled for protection and blessing of the supernatural power. These symbols also indicate the solidarity of the group.

In Solung festival, apart from slaughtering of mithun, pigs and fowls, women slaughter fowls and offer cakes and apong in the name of a female deity Kine nane. Apparently this festival too is associated with reproduction and well-being of the people.

In summary, it can be stated that people see a connection between slaughtering of animals, offering of food and drinks to the various deities with rich harvest, continuous supply of animals and their own well-being.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myths of Festivals</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Other characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dorung Nuyi → Archers Gamro</td>
<td>Strong Forces</td>
<td>Stronger forces are required to overpower destructive force.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gumgong → Boar siira</td>
<td>Destructive Force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kite ............</td>
<td>Observer (sentinel)</td>
<td>Discover the truth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadi Bote ...</td>
<td>God of domestic animals</td>
<td>He is very powerful, a strong force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tani (woman) ....</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Seeks help from stronger force, i.e. Dadi Bote.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Aran Nyani Mete</td>
<td>Beautiful young girl</td>
<td>Newly wed bride</td>
<td>She is being given a hearty farewell to her husband's place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sike Nane</td>
<td>Mother of Kiran or Aran</td>
<td>Help man through Aran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aran or Kiran</td>
<td>Knowledgeable person</td>
<td>Aran ↓ Ginger, meat, apong etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tani (man)</td>
<td>Ignorant</td>
<td>Seeks help. Mutual reciprocity. (Give and take relationship)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kargu</td>
<td>a place in heaven</td>
<td>For taking decisions (like court or village council)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donyi</td>
<td>God of light</td>
<td>Provides of sunlight for cultivation works &amp; animals for domestication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mopin</td>
<td>Goddess of wealth and prosperity</td>
<td>Provider of seeds &amp; agricultural implements</td>
<td>Materials required for cultivation works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peka</td>
<td>God of war</td>
<td>Provider of weapons &amp; shields</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myths of Elements</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Other characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bute-Yapom</td>
<td>God of jungle</td>
<td>Provider of games during hunting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takar-Taji</td>
<td>Two brothers who are ignorance about the performance of a ritual</td>
<td>Existence of relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keko-Pal (squirrel)</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>Mediate between Takar-Taji and Abotani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pejek (a small bird)</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
<td>They sacrificed portions of their body as meat for the guests as there was shortage of meat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takom Duma (animal)</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumpu (deer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kipu (dog)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Instrument of freedom</td>
<td>To release Abotani from captivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diya-Tami</td>
<td>Daughter of Mopin</td>
<td>Gift from God (as bride to Abotani) - to teach Abotani the art of cultivation. Reciprocal exchange. Seeds + her daughter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Etor Dadi-Bote Good Good triumphs over evil
Medeng-Sene Evil
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myths of Elements</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Other characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuyi Archers</td>
<td>Strong, brave forces</td>
<td>Stronger forces are required to overcome powerful adversary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaro</td>
<td>Powerful, destructive forces</td>
<td>Weak and ignorant Seeks help from</td>
<td>Bamboo, Mithun (Lipo) &amp; Tan tree the lady Okjok of fragrance &amp; perfume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guagong (boar)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engo-Takar people (first people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadi-Bote</td>
<td>God of domestic animals Mediator</td>
<td>Reciprocal exchange</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squirrel</td>
<td>Mediator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Solung Yidum-Bote Myth I Kine-Nane

Kine-Nane Son of the God of knowledge Goddess of prosperity Has given life to paddy plant. Provider of paddy plant Paddy Mithuns & Pigs

Squirrel Messenger To obtain paddy plant for man from Kine Nane. Seeks help.

Man Weak, ignorant


| Dadi-Somi | Kingdom of animals | Evil, cunning |
| Medeng-Sene | Land of bloodthirsty spirit | Good triumphs over evil. |
| Banji - Bansang | Good Archer | |
| Dadi-Bote | Strong and powerful | |
| Nui Archers | | |

Gamro Guagong or boar Powerful adversary. Destructive force is destroyed by strong force. Reciprocal exchange

Dedi-Bote Owner of mithun

Withun Squirrel fairy from the land of fragrance
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myths of Festivals</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Other characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engo-takar</td>
<td>Possessed no people</td>
<td>mithun</td>
<td>Received mithun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadi-Karki-</td>
<td>Strong forces</td>
<td>Mili, Dadi- (Hunters)</td>
<td>Able to resume communication between earth and heaven by destroying Sedi-Limir-Sobo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirung-Lejung,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dadi-Mireng- &amp; Legeng &amp; Dadi-Miko-Pakbo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. MYTH OF DORUNG FESTIVAL:

In this myth, two archers Nuyi and Gamro have been commissioned to contain the menace created by the boar. The archers are strong and skillful. They are human beings and prone to commit mistake. Boar is also strong but cunning too. He destroys the crops cultivated by the human beings. Crops are vital for the survival of the human beings. But human beings are not able to meet the deceit of the boar which represents a negative and destructive force. They summon the two archers who have the necessary courage and skills. They represent positive force. Ultimately the archers are able to destroy the destructive force but not before one of them made the mistake of hitting the mithun and inviting the wrath of Dadi-Bote, the god of domestic animals. The destructive force is destroyed and once again peace is established.

The myth has an observer in the shape of a kite. The kite sitting on the top of a tree is able to see what Gumgong is upto. Kite helps Tani (man) to identify the culprit.

But by himself, man is weak and helpless. In order to come out of the difficulty, he has to seek the help of Dadi-Bote, representing a powerful force. Man is surrounded by all kinds of forces - positive and negative. He has to seek the help of positive forces. The imagery of kite fits very well in the role of observer. Kite flies high or perches on tall trees and is able to see good and evil that goes on. Gumgong's evil deeds are
exposed and has to pay the price for his evil doings by his life.

2. MYTH OF ARAN FESTIVAL:

In this myth, nature has been personified in two ways. One is the winter incarnation, Nyani Mete and the other is that of spring, Aran or Kiran.

Nyani Mete has been personified as a beautiful young girl who is married off to a man and is being given a warm farewell to her husband's home. As such, there is sorrow and pathos. This is because the girl is leaving her parental home and going to her husband's home, which is always a tearful event.

On the other hand, there is Aran or Kiran, son of Sike Nane, who is a very knowledgeable person. Tani or man is ignorant and he lacks knowledge in cultivation works, rearing of animals etc. which are essential for existence. As such, Aran is being welcomed or the knowledge is being gladly received. This implies the heralding of a new dawn for existence.

There is also a male and female concept in this myth. Nyani Mete has been personified as female, and Aran as male. The human beings are according farewell to winter and they are ready to receive the spring season because in winter there's hardly any vegetation and so there is a crisis in food supply. While in spring, vegetation begins and the nature is back with life.
There also exists a reciprocal relationship. As Aran is knowledgeable, he assists man in cultivation works etc. and Tani (man) in turn greets him with ginger, meat, apong, etc.

3. MYTH OF MOPIN FESTIVAL:

In this myth, Abotani or the first human being on earth, was weak and ignorant lacking knowledge about the arts of cultivation. As such his condition was miserable and he did not know what to do. Seeing this, the gods and goddesses felt pity for him and so they met at a place in heaven, Kargu, where the decision was taken that they would all extend help to Abotani. It may be noted here, that from the very beginning some space was fixed for taking decisions.

In accordance with their decisions, the different gods and goddesses Donyi, Mopin, Peka and Bute-Yapom contributed the following. Donyi or the god of light provided sunlight required for cultivation works and animals for rearing purposes, Mopin or the goddess of wealth and prosperity provided seeds and agricultural implements, Peka - the god of war provided weapons and shields and Bute-Yapom or the god of jungle provided games during hunting. The different materials/elements provided by the gods and goddesses were essential for cultivation works. For instance, without sunlight or without seeds and agricultural implements, etc. cultivation is not possible.

It so happened that, at that time there lived two
brothers by the name of Takar-Taji who were ignorant about the performance of a ritual. As such, they sent Keko-pai (a squirrel) as a messenger to find out from Abotani, about the same. Keko-pai has been projected as a mediator between Takar-Taji and Abotani.

After the performance of the ritual, meat of the sacrificial animal was distributed to all the guests, and the responsibility of distribution was entrusted with Pejek, a kind of small bird and Takom Dumma, a kind of animal. As meat was being served to the guests, there appeared to be a shortage of the same. So in order to deal with the crises, Pejek contributed flesh from its leg, whole Takom Dumma contributed flesh from its head. Thus, it is seen that both Pejek and Takom Dumma sacrificed portions of their body in order to meet the requirement and also to satisfy the guests. The concept of sacrifice has been prominent here and it is also seen that in order to satisfy, sacrifice is essential.

Dumpu, the deer, was very hungry and had a voracious appetite. Seeing that there was shortage of meat, Dumpu got very angry and kicked at the meat. This act of Dumpu infuriated Kipu (the dog). He, too, was hungry and lost his share of the meat. As such, he started pursuing the deer. This chase led them to the land of Mopin where the dog was taken captive by the people. Not knowing the whereabouts of the dogs, Abotani became very much anxious and went in search of the same and finally reached the land of Mopin. There he, too, was taken captive. In order to release himself and the dog he formulated an ingenious scheme.
He placed a dead rat under his armpit which emitted a pungent smell. This made Mopin very much worried and she thought that he would die. So in order to escape the risk of Abotani's death, she set him free along with the dog.

The goddess Mopin gave Abotani seeds for cultivation and she also gave her daughter Diya Tami to Abotani as his bride. This she did because her daughter knew the art of cultivation and as such Abotani would be able to learn the same from Diya Tami. The marriage of Diya Tami with Abotani further implies that there is a need of reproduction. Goddess Mopin also advised Abotani to offer mithun, pigs and fowls in her honour at the time of sowing for a successful cultivation.

4. MYTH OF ETOR FESTIVAL:

In this myth, Dadi-Bote the God of domestic animals, symbolize goodness while Medeng Sene (evil spirit) symbolizes evil. Both these forces have a dispute over the ownership of mithun and finally it is Dadi-Bote who is successful in claiming ownership of the mithun. Thus it is seen that good ultimately triumphs over evil.

It was found that, at that time there were two archers by the name of Nuyi and Gamro who were very brave and strong. The Engo-Takar people (the first people) were very weak and ignorant. They had started plantations. They planted sweet potatoes, but these were destroyed by Gumgong or boar who was very powerful and destructive. As such the Engo-Takar people approached Nuyi and
Gamro who represent positive force to kill the boars and they were successful on doing so. This signifies that stronger forces are required to overcome powerful adversary.

The Engo-Takar people also wanted a mithun from Dadi-Bote and so they sent a squirrel as mediator, to Dadi-Bote. He agreed to give the mithun only on the condition that the people would offer him squirrel (Lipo) and the lady of fragrance and perfume. So there is a reciprocal relationship. Dadi-Bote also demands the thumb finger of the squirrel as an agreement. This shows the concept of sacrifice. The squirrel had to sacrifice his thumb finger for the Engo-Takar people. Thus it is seen that in order to reach the supernatural deity, the Engo-Takar people seek help from other forces.

5. MYTH OF SOLUNG FESTIVAL:

Myth I - In this myth, man have been projected as weak and ignorant. He had no knowledge about cultivation works and he was also not in possession of paddy.

Yidum - Bote was the son of the God of knowledge who had given life to paddy plant and this was later nourished by Kine Nane who is the Goddess of prosperity. Since man did not possess paddy, he sent the squirrel to obtain the same from Kine Nane. The squirrel here acts as a mediator between Kine Nane and man.
Kine Nane gives paddy plant to man only on the condition that the latter would give him mithun and pigs. Since then the people celebrate Solung festival in honour of Kine Nane.

Myth II - In this myth, the communication between earth and heaven is blocked by a gigantic furious animal Sedi-Limir-Sobo which represents a negative force. This indicates that man were not able to communicate with the supernatural. As such they were very much worried and so they approached the hunters from the land of Dadi-Somi (the kingdom of animals). These hunters were very skillful and were represented as positive force. They were able to kill Sedi-Limir-Sobo and thus resume communication between earth and heaven. Ultimately the negative force is destroyed by the positive force.

It so happened that, at that time there was a dispute going on between Medeng Sene (an evil spirit) and Dadi-Bote over the claim of ownership of mithun. Medeng Sene symbolises evil because Medeng-Sene appeared from the land of Banji-Banmang (i.e. land of blood-thirsty spirit). Dadi-Bote symbolises goodness, as such, it is seen that ultimately Dadi-Bote wins which symbolises that good always triumphs over evil.

At that time, there were two archers, Nui and Gamro who were strong and skillful. The Engo-Takar people had started cultivation and the crops were destroyed by the boar or Gumgong who is also strong and represents destructive force. The two archers are summoned by the Engo-Takar people to kill the boar.
and ultimately they are able to destroy the destructive force.

In all the above myths, the common themes have been identified as follows:

1. Human beings have been projected as weak and ignorant.

2. As opposed to this, there are powerful forces which are ready to destroy not only the human beings, but other natural things.

3. There is a mediator - who not only helps but establishes relationship between people.

4. Crops are essential for the survival of human beings.

5. The stronger positive forces are always able to destroy the destructive and negative forces.

6. Good ultimately triumphs over evil.

7. There is a reciprocal exchange between human beings and the deities.
SIGNIFICANCE OF MITHUN IN ADI SOCIETY

Mithun is considered as a descendent of Donyi-Polo. As such considering mithun as a symbol of Donyi-Polo, we can find out its importance in the society in various fields like economic, political and social.

To start with, it would be best to give a brief description of mithun. Mithun is a very rare species and is found in the north-eastern region of the country. There are various theories regarding the origin of mithun. Some suggest that mithun has been evolved from gaur (Bos gaurus). But according to the Encyclopedia Britannica, mithun is believed to have originated from the casual mating of wild gaur bulls with domestic hill cattle, and this view is widely accepted.

MYTHOLOGICAL REFERENCES:

Different types of legends are prevalent among the different tribes of Arunachal Pradesh regarding the origin of mithun. The legend that is prevalent amongst the Adi tribe is as follows: mithun is believed to be a representative of the Sun. It so happened that the historic narrowed path "Donying Lingkit" was blocked by a huge object called "Limir Sobo".

The object couldn't be identified by the people at that time, but was later identified as the placenta of Pedong. It had
transformed into a Limir Sobo. An elderly person or priest by the name of KANKI ROTE was deputed to slaughter Limir Sobo and as desired, it was slaughtered. The pieces of flesh were thrown in different places which again grew up in different forms of plants and animals. The testicle of it fell in the land of Dadi-Somi (Kingdom of animal), from which a creeper of gourd grew which bore a gourd.

The gourd was cut open and from the gourd appeared a lump of flesh. Different materials were collected from the plants that grew out of the pieces of Limir Sobo and limbs and organs were put into the flesh and it was then kept under observation. At last that lump took the shape of the mithun, also known as ESO.

About the origin of mithun, S.H. Preter reported in his book "Indian Animals", (1948) that gaur has been known to breed with domestic cattle.

The total population of mithuns in the hill states may be noted as follows (Table -v):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Name of the States</th>
<th>Total Population of Mithuns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>84,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>12,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>16,539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Of all the states, Arunachal Pradesh has the highest population of mithuns.

Mithun belongs to the:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mammalia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>Artiodactyla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Bovidae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genus</td>
<td>Bos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two distinct varieties of mithun available. One is a massive bigger variety and cows calve in every alternate year and the other is a smaller variety varying in body structure and cows calve every year.

**PHYSICAL APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOUR:**

Mithuns are massive in size and have a very well-developed shoulder region. The head is big with broad and well-developed frontal bones and the horns are stumpy medium sized and black or partial white in colour. Most of the mithuns possess black colour with white stocking in all the four feet. The eyes are prominent and covered with heavy eye lids. Mithuns possess a prominent backbone and the hump (as in other animals) is replaced by a sharp ridge which commences from the back of neck and tapers at the shoulder extending up to the middle of the back up to the 7th thoracic vertebra. The tail is covered with short hairs which ends into tufts of hairs towards the tip. The feet are sturdy with cleft grooves (clover footed).

Mithuns are semi-domesticated animal. As they remain
in deep forests, they are generally very ferocious. But when any stranger approaches them with open palm offering them common salt. They become gentle and docile. They are addicted to common salt. Usually they roam about in the forests. Though mithun prefers leaves and twigs of bushes and trees, but it gets easily accustomed to eat grass either in green or hay form. Mithuns quench their thirst by drinking water from small streams and during noon when it's very hot, they retire to the deep forests and it is the nearby streams where they ruminate.

REPRODUCTIVE BEHAVIOUR:

Maturity age:

A female mithun matures and is capable of conceiving at the age of around three years. While a male mithun also matures sexually at around three years of age.

Importance of Mithun in Society:

The tribal people of Arunachal Pradesh consider mithun as a sacred animal and mithun plays a very significant role in the society.

In tribal societies of Arunachal Pradesh, the wealth of a person is measured in terms of the number of mithuns he possesses. The more mithuns a person possesses, the more wealthier he is considered to be. This again, directly or indirectly, determines the economic status of a person in the society. Again it is seen that the wealthier persons of the
society play a very influential role in political matters.

Mithun is also used for religious purposes. In most of the festivals, mithuns are sacrificed. Mithun is the choice of the animal for holy sacrifices to deities.

Again, bride-price is usually paid in kind, in terms of mithun. The number of mithuns that a person has to pay mainly depends on his economic condition. Sometimes crimes and disputes are also settled on a basis of compensation in which a guilty person has to pay in terms of mithuns. Thus mithun is an important animal of the tribes of Arunachal Pradesh and this is the only choice of animal for reviving friendship and ruling out differences in case of enmity.

Thus it is seen that the mithun has economic, social, cultural, political and ritual functions in the life of the people in Arunachal Pradesh. It is important source of food, it is used in establishing peace between the parties locked up in some dispute, it is used to compensate losses and in communicating with spirits and deities. Once a mithun is offered to the deities, it is expected that the well being of the living human beings is assured.